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INTRODUCTORY NOTES

The year 1976 was a crucial year for the archaeological researches along the valley of the river Vardar. Until then, along this biggest Macedonian river there were known several sites, but Stobi was the most significant one and, at the same time, the most prominent in the field of science. It was discovered between the two World Wars, and got famous especially through Yugoslav-American researches in the 70s of the last century. A cemetery, well known in the archaeological circles, was incidentally discovered in Demir Kapia in 1948, during the construction of lime-kiln, when the Greek vases came to light, unknown up to that day on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia, and became a very important collection in the archaeological department of the Museum of Macedonia in Skopje.

After the Second World War, a significant number of excavations were carried out on these two sites, investigating some sectors and details whose results were published in the country and abroad. The other parts of the Vardar valley with traces from the past, were hardly known in the archaeological circles. These very circumstances attracted attention of the investigators and challenged them to get more information about what happened in this areas in the past, to find out when the life began in these settlements, how they looked like, the range of their development in some periods of time, the material and spiritual culture, to which ethnic group did the population belong to, in others words, to discover and investigate prehistoric period in Macedonia and the transition of Macedonia to the historic period with all phases of its political and cultural history.

Because of the interest of individuals, followed by the enthusiasm and personal intuition, an advocacy project was prepared by experts - archaeologists in the Archaeological Museum of Macedonia, as a program activity for the following period.

3 See ref. 1 and 2
In 1976, the Department of Science approved the project “The Vardar Valley in the 1st millennium BC”, prepared and realized by Dr Viktorija Sokolovska and Mr Radmila Pasic Vincic, both archaeologists and workers in the Archaeological Museum, later a part of the Museum of Macedonia. In that time, the interest was directed towards the lower Vardar Valley, particularly because of the indications received during the surface investigation on the ground in that part of Macedonia, systematically performed by the Archaeological Museum of Macedonia4. The choice fell on these sites:

- Vardarski Rid near Gevgelija, known in the archaeological science, as a site where Macedonian bronzes were found in the cyst-type graves and items from the classical period. Those elements were enough to lead to the conclusion that there was a settlement from the period of the Iron Age and early antiquity interesting to explore5.

- Meleznik-Dedeli, the site situated between Valandovo and Dojran, where were found cyst-type graves and pythos-graves, elements that unambiguously indicated it was a settlement of the early Iron Age6.

- Isar-Marvinci, the site well known from the first excavations performed in 1961 on the place called “Porta”, where later there was discovered a temple with an inscription which mentions the local Makedoniarh7.

Field researches and excavations that followed in the coming years justified our interest. The results were fascinating. A picture of the life along the Vardar Valley emerged with great power in front of us and a world we could only dream of was revealed. Our horizons expanded to an unprecedented scale. Results which surfaced greatly changed our previous perceptions, knowledge and findings that ruled previously in the archaeological science. The newly created conditions enabled us to investigate the cultural development of Vardar Valley in the 1st millennium BC, leading to a condition to clearly connect and explain, then insufficiently clear occurrences of the older Iron Age and early antiquity of our country.

4 A team of the Museum, composed of R. Pasic Vincik, S. Sarzoski and V. Sokolovska, conducted recognition on the territory of Municipality Gevgelija with Valandovo as an integral part, during the previous period. On that occasion were discovered the micro-locations of Dedeli, Valandovo, Suva Reka, Paragon, Vardarski Rid in Gevgelija, a settlement from the Hellenistic time with a shrine or a mausoleum at Pirava, a cemetery from the Iron Age at Sobri and others. See: Археолошка карта на Р. Македонија, Том II, Скопје 1966.

5 In the Museum of Gevgelija, there were several items from pre-Roman period discovered accidentally in the field of Vardarski Rid.

6 With the aforementioned recognition, in the village Dedeli itself, we ran into tombs. On the village playground was still standing phitos visible on the surface, for which was established to belong to a tomb. In the outskirts of the village there was a visible cyst tomb, which on this occasion was excavated. There were found some bronze items, including one spectacle fibula.

7 In 1961 were obtained some funds for digging at Isar-Marvinci. The importance of the site was confirmed by previous exploration of the surrounding, and collecting findings discovered by the village population. In his archaeological collection at the NU of Gevgelija, there was the terracotta of Cybele with the lions, the statuette of Aphrodite, the statue of Artemis and other items collected by the director Spaso Gjorov. The first excavations established the idea of the significance of the site.
However, funds for each research campaign were too modest so that it was almost impossible for a shorter period of time to reach a greater knowledge, get answers to questions and form a desired image of life settlements.

The further course of the field research was conducted slowly, with small funds, great cuts and great personal sacrifice. But despite all the difficulties, the persistence of the researchers was crowned with results, so that it can be said that the goal was achieved: a picture of the sites to which interest was directed was formed, and the results which came filled a void of prehistoric and ancient history of Macedonia, occupying such a place in archaeological science that met the invested energy and efforts of the researchers.

Excavations that are now taking place complement the existing picture, enriching performance on the content of life and illuminating some moments that are related to the development of the settlement from its inception and emergence as civilized agglomeration, its further development, as well as events that occurred in cities in Vardar Valley in the I millennium BC, which left visible traces of their existence.
GEOGRAPHICAL IMAGE OF LOWER VARDAR VALLEY

Demir Kapija Gorge, the majestic barrier formed by the last slopes of Kozuf and Graeshka Mountain, divides the flow of Vardar into Intermediate and Lower Vardar Valley. Among these powerful rocks, Vardar victoriously continues south to pour its waters into the Aegean Sea. This extraordinary sight with magical powers attracted the attention of archaeologists of my generation, with a hidden desire to penetrate inside and see what is hidden in her bosom.

Along this wonderful Macedonian river, like a pillar around which was formed the core of the people that inhabited it, in the past took place life filled with turbulent historical and cultural events. Since ancient times this river was collecting people, giving refuge to passers by, creating a culture while receiving foreign influences and, therefore, lived a dynamic life that preserved visible traces, and at the same time kept, cherished and passed cultural traditions, maintained continuity in the cultural development of populations that inhabited its shores.

Today, when along the modern highway a traveler comes from the north, he will pass amidst mighty rocky slopes to the south and will find himself in a different environment and under different sky. If at the beginning of the journey the weather was rainy, in the south of the canyon the sky would open and show different horizons. It means that you are in a new environment where some other plants grow, where you breathe some other air. But it won’t be felt at once. You have to stay a moment longer to perceive that you are in new climate conditions, where oleanders and pomegranates grow, where the lime trees emit a heady fragrance, where silk beetles were cultivated and did silk, where large vine plantations born beautiful grapes.

It is the Valandovo - Gevgelija’s field, a field separated by the river Vardar. But unlike Gevgelija’s field, Valandovo’s field is an earthquake prone area, because of its placement in the opposite direction of the river Vardar. It is a consequence of lowering of Belasica opposed to Valandovo depression, whereby in a large time span comes to earthquakes with devastating force.

In 1931, a strong earthquake with a magnitude of 10 degrees in a great extent destroyed the city. The inscription on the monument placed in the center of the city is a reminiscent of the trauma. Such strong earthquakes, seismologists say, happen once in 1000 years. At one point of time, in the same way was destroyed the ancient town Isar, at the village Marvinci. Otherwise, earthquakes with lower intensity here occur every 10-15 years. On May 24, 2009, at about 6.20 pm, an earthquake with force of 6 degrees on the European macro seismic scale again shook Valandovo. There were no victims.

Valandovo basin covers 331 square kilometers. In the North it is closed by the mountain ranges of Kozuf and Graeshka Mountain, whose ending slopes form the Demir Kapija gorge. In the East it is framed by the last slopes of Belasica and Plavush by whose passable grasslands it is associated with
Strumica Field. From the Dojran area to the South-East, it is separated by mild hills where Kazandol and Furka are situated. The Vardar River forms the Western geographical boundary of the valley, behind which rises the wavy range of the picturesque Kozuf. From east to west, crosses the river Bojmica (Anska River) cutting the plain. Its springs are in the western mountain slopes of Belasica and it flows into the Vardar River in the northwest of the most distant southern slopes of Pogana-Isar hill.

As a result of the openness to the south, the climate in the region is changed to Mediterranean. In fact, Belasica occurs as a climatic boundary between the southern Mediterranean and moderate continental climate of the north. At the same time, Belasica occurs as the boundary between the northern regions where deciduous forests grow and southern regions, where the evergreen shrubs known as prnari, appear. This is the place where people cultivated tobacco, cotton and, in the past, silk beetles. Gardening cultures are of good quality and large plantation vineyards provide high quality grapes. In the recent past poppy was largely cultivated here, as well as its byproducts. Undoubtedly, this plant was cultivated and widely used in the antiquity as well, which was confirmed by the archaeological excavations.8

Valandovo basin is horrendously rich with ore pools. In the ancient times copper was exploited in Kazandol. Mines of copper in Dedeli were exploited since early antiquity. In Kosturino lie deposits of iron ore. Mines in Rabrovo are rich in copper and chromium ore. The rinsing of gold, in this region rich in gold-bearing rivers, was common even in the antiquity. But the range of the mountain Kozuf was probably the leader because there are the richest ore deposits exploited in antiquity. The interest for these pools lasts until today. There lie layers of copper and lead - silver ore bearing gold, arsenic, antimony and thallium, and iron - nickel ore. Confirmation of the use of these ores in antiquity is preserved in tangible evidences. Exceptionally large number of items of the so called 'Macedonian bronzes' are discovered and more are to be discovered in the cemeteries of the older Iron Age in the lower Vardar Valley, as well as in the Paionian northern regions, which, in turn, are typically ethnic-cultural features of these areas.

A testimony, for processing of ore at the very settlements, is the numerous ore mills discovered at the sites in the Vardar Valley and in Eastern Macedonia. Who knows how many times the information preserved at Strabon was confirmed, that Paconia was rich in gold.

Situated in the lower Vardar Valley, the Valandovo basin had a significant traffic role in the Balkans. Besides the Vardar road (Via Axia), which is the current highway, there was also a road which via Dojran made the connection with the Aegean coast and via the Strumica field led to the middle flow of Struma and Serdika.

---

8 The used data are according to: В. Картов, Валандово и Валандовско низ историјата, Скопје 1972.
ISAR – MARVINCI IN VALANDOVO VALLEY

The archaeological site Isar is located above the village Marvinci, on its southwestern side. The hill is accessible from south through a broad saddle. Ever since early antiquity, thereby was passing a road which was lowering from the acropolis to the level of the riverbed of Vardar, continuing to Grchishte or Gloska Chuka. Here, at the place known as 'Separation', the Vardar River has a firm rocky bottom, which made crossing on the other side of the river easier. The other sides of the Isar are steep; a circumstance which provided safety and protection of the settlement that occurred here and held more than 1500 years.

Isar is a protruding point in the midst of the basin, a place where severe winds blow. The acropolis is located on the highest quota of 131 m above sea level and had to be well protected from atmospheric conditions. The oldest traces of settlements’ layers are extremely impressive. Residential houses are located in positions supported by rocks, where, at certain places rocks slit to a certain depth in order to achieve stability and protection of residential and economic buildings. This is the picture we get from the remains of the oldest settlement, which stretches below the acropolis, and mostly on the ridge that extends southeast from the later Roman castrum (Fig. 1, Fig. 2).

![Fig. 1. A view at Isar-Marvinci](image)

The form and type of the settlement situated on Isar was stipulated by the terrain configuration. It is a settlement of the so called slightly broken type, with objects located in places suitable for existence. The most compact appears to have been the acropolis, which dated from the early antiquity, with objects that belonged to residential buildings. The future extensive excavations will
The ancient town at Isar-Marvinci, Valandovo certainly make it possible to perceive the whole picture of urban planning settlement. The cemeteries of any temporal epoch were laid all around town on a huge space, adjacent to the residential quarters of the living space. From the acropolis, the road lowered downwards through the southern cemetery and led to the foothills of Isar, which was common in antiquity.

The fertile environment certainly had a favorable influence upon the development of the settlement and the supply of the population with living products, especially grain products. The importance of this food product for the inhabitants is conformed by the presence of a distinctive number of phitos as storages for grain, found everywhere in the settlement, in long periods of living, starting from the early Iron Age, through early Antiquity, to the time of the Hellenistic-Macedonian period and, especially in late antiquity, when this phenomenon is most striking.

The settlement of Isar had no shortage of water. The immediate vicinity of the river Vardar certainly was of primary importance. The springs at Janova Cesma were used for drinking water from the earliest times. A complete system of waterworks was constructed in the early Roman period. The water was brought from Vrezi Dol i.e. from the location of Pogana, a place from were the system of waterworks occasionally coincides with the contemporary paths of the site. In any case, on the highest terraces of Isar, directly under the acropolis, were discovered water systems that demonstrate the presence of large quantities of water, such as channels for water, town baths with a complete system for providing water for the buildings of this kind. For this important moment of the existence of the town, we will discuss in the further exposition.

Fig. 2. Some of the discovered objects at Isar - Marvinci
THE HISTORY OF THE DISCOVERY OF ISAR - MARVINCI

The oldest information concerning Isar - Marvinci and its environment comes from the time of the First World War, when at the site was discovered and in the meantime, were published several items from sites in Dedeli and Marvinci by V. Pingel and Dragendorf. Isar, near the village Marvinci, was for the first time registered in our literature as an archaeological site by M. Grbic. Later, M. Kornjakov published the marble architrave joist with a Greek inscription on it, which is still on the place where it used to be in the past-at Isar, Marvinci. The site was used as a mine from where inhabitants of the village took stone for their houses. Thanks to its bid dimensions, the architrave was saved. Since the ancient times, this site served as a mine from where the local population was supplied with stone, during which many convenient blocks were built in the rural houses. Due to its large size, the architrave was saved from destruction.

Borka Josifovska paid a special attention to this site and over a long period of time she was studying it and, later on, published the previously discovered findings. In 1961 Josifovska, in cooperation with the author of this work, performed the first excavation of the Isar. The interest was turned towards the discovery of the temple, so in that campaign was discovered the first step of the temple and a part of the rampart near the gate. On this occasion, a burial monument of Zoilos was discovered, with a soldier with Macedonian shield depicted on it. (Fig. 15) At the same time, there was discovered a canal for carrying water to the neighboring terrace, later labeled as Sector VI.

As mentioned in the introduction, in 1976 started the implementation of the project 'The valley of Vardar in the 1st millennium BC. According to the program based on the actual situation, the first excavations began in the bed of the river Suva Reka in Gevgelija and the area named Paragon, spanning besides the riverbed, where were located cemetery with cysts type tombs which belonged to the older Iron Age. The sandy terrain allowed excavation to take place without any major difficulties and without delay. The results were more than satisfactory.

At the same time, there were set some test probes on the Vardarski Rid, and discovered cultural layers of settlements. Thus, the systematic excavations of the site which were yet to come next year got their justified confirmation.

During this exploratory campaign, in the archaeological literature was set up the term "Vardarski Rid" as a toponym for this site versus 'Gevgeliski Rid', which was also in use.

---

9 V. Pingel, Eisenzentliche Graber von Dedeli und Mravinca in Jugoslawisch – Makedonien, according to Р. Васић, Нови елементи за проучавање гвозденог доба Вардарске долине, Старинар XXVI 1977, 1 and on.; М. Грабик, Археолошки наоѓалишта во Македонија, ГМКД на НР Македонија, Скопје 1954, 115; К. Томовски, М. Корнаков, За некои споменици од југозапочта Македонија, 29 and on.

10 Р. Пашик, Археолошки истражувања на локалитетот Сува Река во Гевгелија, Maced. acta Archaeol. 3, 1977; Археолошки истражувања на локалитетот Сува Река во Гевгелија 1978; Павардарже у старијем гвозденом добу,
The following 1977 started the excavations at Isar - Marvinci. A site of such dimension was a challenge and a dilemma at the same time, of where to direct the excavations to. Nevertheless, the choice fell on the acropolis, so after several trial probes square-nets were placed that were systematically researched from 1977 to 1980. This was the first excavation of a settlement from the pre-Roman period in Macedonia, performed with great uncertainty and fear for all that could still happen.

In the meantime, in 1978, began the excavation of the Sector I, which means an area where the Roman temple and ramparts of the gate were located and the place where excavations were carried on by Borka Josifovska and the undersigned, in 1961. The excavations in this sector lasted for several years with significant disruptions, until 2008.

In 1982 the excavations began in the southern cemetery, and continued for years to come, but also performed intermittently. As was established later, in this area were performed burials in the pre-Roman and Roman period, i.e. from the end of the fifth century BC, until the fourth century AD11.

The excavations in Lisicin Dol started in 1977 when the existence of a cemetery of the late Iron Age was confirmed and some interesting incidental findings of the so called 'Macedonian bronzes' came to light, obtained from the object finders in 1961. The same research campaign also resulted in finding cemeteries of the same period on several points in the area of the Isar. The Lisicin Dol excavations continued in 1997 and in turns, with some interruptions, last even today.

Southeast from the military castrum, on one rocky ridge where illegal diggers have discovered and robbed many tombs, in 2009 was conducted a systematic excavation. There were revealed many tombs, densely embedded in the rock, almost without exception since Roman times. Diversity of tomb architecture and burial ritual discovered on this occasion provided an opportunity to study the mode burials in Roman times in this region and consideration of various forms and types of the tomb architecture practiced in antiquity.

11 The results of the excavations for the period 1983/84 were published in: В. Соколовска, Исар - Марвинци и Повардарјето во античко време. See ref.1.
EMPHASIS ON ANCIENT SETTLEMENTS IN THE REGION
OF VALANDOVO - GEVGELIJA

The field research in Valandovo - Gevgelija region, performed by the periodical excavations, allowed us to establish the locations of the settlements, their approximate size, time of their occurrence and disappearance. These are the results obtained gradually over the last three decades, launched with the project ‘Valley of Vardar in the 1st millennium BC. Those of greater significance will be mentioned here.

Demir Kapia – Stenae

The role of this settlement as a strategic site has been highlighted many times in science, so our focus on the settlements in the region will begin with the review of Demir Kapia, although it is not an integral part of Valandovo Valley.

Striking traces of fortresses are preserved on the peaks of the two stone ridges that form the gorge of Demir Kapija, which are completely destroyed. Somewhere there are preserved parts of the ramparts built in drywall technique and formed by large square blocks. The fortress extended from the top of the gorge to the east, in length of 900 meters, where she ended with the massive rectangular tower. It is already noted in the science that remains of important stronghold are in question. Stated assumptions about the nature of this fortress as Paionian, its characteristics and technique of construction, indicate the archaic period as a time when it was raised. In recent times this has been confirmed by the research of I. Mikulcic who thought that here was located the residence of the Paionian rulers. And on the opposite, western side of the gorge, on the plateau Ramniste, there are the remains of ruined ramparts, ranging over the crest in length of 120 m. On the northern slope known as the Manastir, there are preserved traces of a path in length 20 of meters, used in antiquity. The cut in traces of wheels in a distance of 1.25m, testify for the long use of the road. In the newest developments, Mikulcic gives a complete picture supported by personal field observations, the complex of settlements within the region, their location and micro locations.

The occasional discoveries of site during the expansion of the road, as well as with the archaeological excavations in Manastir and the ground around the modern hospital near the mouth of the river Sosnica, caused the discovery of a cemetery, on the basis of what the knowledge about this important site was gained. Generally speaking, it may be said that the settlement originates from late Bronze Age. Its development is mostly achieved during the early antiquity, in the 5th century BC, as a result of the presence of the settlers of Attica who formed their own colony at this location. Pottery- style red figures discovered in the cemetery, among which white lekythoi typical for the burial ritual of the Athenians, undoubtedly confirms the presence of settlers from Attica. Another testimony of the prosperity of the settlement at that time are the findings of other samples.
of refined gold and silver jewelry made in Chalcidice thoreutic centers. The presence of these settlers from the south is due to their interest and search for deposits of precious metals, which this region of Demir Kapia was rich with.

The settlement at Demir Kapia experienced a new wave of immigrants after the obvious stagnation and impoverishment which occurred as a consequence of the events, such as the invasion of the Celts of Delphi in 280/279 year, a situation common for all settlements in the Vardar region.

It happened during the reign of Philip V, who settled and rebuilt the settlements ruined by Celts, with colonists who brought a new momentum in the settlements of Vardar region. That is the time of origin of the sanctuary dedicated to Dioskures, and the place where the small statues and reliefs in round plastics with a display of the Triada were found. During the Roman period the settlement did not experience a particular growth and progress, but still participated in the contemporary events in Macedonia. In the early period of the empire a number of public facilities were build, such as the temple built in Ion style, parts of which are occasionally discovered on the site. The coins findings, especially jewelry show the rise of individuals. It is interesting to emphasize that, at this very site in Demir Kapia, was discovered a portrait of a man who bears features typical for portraits of Galien, as a representative of late Roman portrait art in Macedonia.

Isar - Tower, Valandovo

Traces of settlement are discovered at the mountain ridge north of Valandovo. Excavations were not carried out, but the occasional findings give us opportunity to form a picture of the beginnings of this settlement in the area known as Bojmija or Boimia. The settlement was spread on much bigger space than what we can imagine today. In this case, it is also a settlement of scattered type. Traces of the late Bronze Age i.e. the transitional period, are preserved in the pottery which is occasionally encountered. The cemetery of Zeleniste located at the foot of Isar, which today is in the circle of a modern hospital, confirms that people were living there in the 7th- 5th century BC. Traces of early antique buildings with walls without mortar are ascertained on the terraces of Isar, which helped us to determine the size of the settlement at that time to be of 5-6 hectares.

In the early Roman time this town fell into crisis, but again, in late antiquity it was experiencing prosperity which is shown with the appearance of an ecclesiastical complex flourishing during the 4th and 5th century.

Meleznik – Dedeli

The settlement lies next to the village Dedeli, spread on the ending slopes of Belasica. Excavations that followed the discovery of the site were aimed at researching the cemetery. It didn’t last long.

---

12 See ref. 2
13 The most complete data for this site at: И. Микучич, Антички градови во Македонија, 20 and on.
The settlement existed in the Iron Age, with probably the older tracks. It is a classic example of the culture of late Iron Age in the Vardar region with sepulchral items typical for the areal inhabited by Paionian population.

**Vardarski Rid (Gortinia), Gevgelija**

At the eastern edge of the vast Gevgelija Field, just above the river Vardar, raises Vardarski Rid. These are actually two hills separated by a slight saddle.

Extensive excavations were conducted at the eastern hill, at the highest section of the foot. Excavations have shown a clear stratigraphy in the development of the settlement. The oldest horizon is bound to the late Iron Age, the 7th-6th century BC. The remarkable presence of metal items in cemetery from this time, imposes the conclusion that in the settlement metallurgy and local production of metal burial enclosures was largely developed. To the pottery, which occurs at that time, is attributed local origin. For the classical period, the appearance of an object constructed by rectangular carved stones described as stoa, is really striking. It was a building, where in the semi-open space were gathering citizens, merchants and artisans, i.e. business people. This technique, even in more perfect form, was applied to objects found far north, in Brazda near Skopje, Krsevichko Kale near Vranje, on the hill Krakra in Pernik. In the professional literature, the origin of this construction system and the role of the facilities have already been pointed out.

In the Hellenistic period, the settlement developed its own production of pottery, ceroplastics and other handicraft products. Generally, it can be concluded that we deal with a rich settlement that owes its prosperity to its position in the Vardar Valley, on the main highway that connected the Aegean Sea with the provinces of the Balkans, through permanent links with the South and embracing the benefits of civilization pilled in the cultural development of Macedonia. The life of Vardarski Rid was fading out with the end of 1st century BC, to leave tangible traces of its last days in the 1st century AD.

**Gradisor-Mramor, (Idomene?) Miletkovo**

Around the village Miletkovo, a significant concentration of sites appeared, scattered across a wider area whose research would light up several problems from this important site for which we know very little. Individual data emerge on the surface due to surface observations or occasional

---

incidental findings. There have been ascertained burials from Roman times, and as most interesting information, there is the revealed a part of a road. Researches, which took place lately, inspire the hope that in the future a greater attention will be paid to this site.

Excavations conducted by the museum in Gevgelija on the site of Gradisor-Mramoe, discovered an object identified as a Roman house, dating from the 4th century, with coins and ceramic findings in it. These studies revealed layers of a settlement from the late Iron Age, which should be considered as a confirmation that the settlement was established at this time which, without doubt, should be expected. These initial field studies, which should in future be extended to a larger space, will allow getting a fuller picture of this settlement, which was located on the main highway that connected the Aegean coast to the interior of Balkans\textsuperscript{16}.

* * *

The knowledge that is already gained about the region of lower Vardar Valley, allows us to summarize it in a historically - cultural and chronologically completed whole, seen from a comprehensive perspective.

As far as we know, modest but confident signs of life from the Neolithic period have been discovered on the territory of lower Vardar Valley by now.

It is the Bronze Age when we come across tangible residues which testify that settlements on several places arose in the region at this time. At the site Bogorodicin Rid – Kofilak, near Gevgelija, located above the cemetery Milci, a settlement was discovered which, as it seems, had shorter life. In settlements Vardarski Rid, Isar in Valandovo, Isar at Marvinci, and probably in the vicinity of Miletkovo, the life began in the Bronze Age. At the moment, a precise date of their foundation can not be determined, given that the ceramic forms that follow last for a long time, but analogous to the settlements in Kastanas, Vardina and Vardarovca, it can be assumed that they were founded by Bronze Age invaders of the lower Vardar Valley. Judging according to names we know, the settlements on the west side of the Axios were founded by Cretan settlers who, after the destruction of Knossos around 1400 BC., and led by Botton, settled in the old Emathia, which by them would later be called Bottiaia. It is the time when the so called transitional period began (1300-800), which definitely coincides with the beginning of the life in our settlements.

Until the late Iron Age we can not speak of settlements in the proper sense of the word. In this period came to a large influx of population, which, attracted by mining resources of the region, found its existence in this area. The settlements of Vardarski Rid, Meleznik at Dedeli, Isar in Valandovo and Isar in Marvinci, prevailed.

\textsuperscript{16} Е. Сламков, Градишор - Мрамор, село Милетково, Македонски Археолошки преглед, 1, Скопје 2008, 160-165.
The economic growth of these settlements, considering the time that proceeded, confuses with its content. And, while the picture of life in the settlements shows a modest living, cemeteries show considerable wealth.

Grave artifacts made of metal, with the versatility and technique of production, show a high technology in the processing of ore, which reflects the high level of civilization to which the local population had raised. Their forms and purposes speak of the spiritual side of life of the population, a phenomenon not seen so strikingly expressed in other nations. Also, the ceramic products, no doubt locally made, stand on a remarkable level. The technology of preparation, the shapes and the decoration are, without doubt, a reflection of the Mediterranean influence, but here widely applied in new circumstances and new conditions.

One striking phenomenon that can not be easily explained is the end of the life of the settlements in the region. The Kofilak life faded away with the onset of the late Iron Age (around the 8th century BC). The settlement Meleznik at Dedeli after a remarkable rise, did not experience the archaic period. But, a small settlement at Visov Javor shows elements, although in a modest scale, that stands in a close connection with Trebenista and Sindos, i.e. the culture of Trebenista. The life on Vardarski Rid continues with the same intensity. The culture of the classical period in local conditions, reached an enviable degree. This particularly happens in the Hellenistic period, when it comes to populating the new wave of migrants from the south during the reign of Philip V. The remains of settlements, mostly the grave reports, show uniformity, and that means - the presence of a population originating from regions with similar habits and the same fashion novelties, with the same attitude towards secular and spiritual side of life. But after the fantastic growth, the life on Vardarski Rid faded away, together with the end of Hellenism. Whatever the reasons (probably the unfavorable living conditions), once a progressive city, with a status of the polis (Gortinija?) since the fifth BC, now has reached its end. What happened to the population we do not know. We can only assume that they moved to the neighboring villages.

The on-going researches on the opposite side of the Vardar, in the area of the village. Miletkovo, are still in their initial stage, so we can not speak to this more specifically. If we are right in locating Idomenai here, then we would certainly expect its existence to last to the end of antiquity.

But, the town of Isar - Marvinci lived with the same intensity during the first millennium. After the extraordinary growth it experienced in the late Iron Age, which appeared to be adequate to that of Meleznik - Dedeli and Vardarski Rid with its cemeteries, with the beginning of the early Antique period it also experienced a significant development. At that time, a wave of settlement population from Hellenistic South, arrived with ceramics produced in the Attic workshops. Those were people who migrated in search of mineral raw materials - metallurgists, traders, craftsmen, who would

---

17 For the cemetery at Trebenista - Gorenci, I refer to: В. Соколовска, Етничките носители на Требенишката некропола, Скопје - Охрид 1997, with the entire literature connected with the problem of this cemetery.
18 See the aforementioned literature ref. 15; Е. Јованов, Крајот на животот на Вардарски Рид, Вардарски Рид, Том I, 315-322.
bring new impulses in the economy as well as in art and spiritual life of the natives. These developments were widely accepted by locals. They brought a new kind of burial. Despite the inhumation, the cremation got in practice greatly, too. The respect to the sun which dominated in the spiritual life of the local population was being replaced by the worship of Apollo, Dionysus, Kibela, Artemis and other Hellenic deities.

In this period, Isar - Marvinci was the leading settlement in the region of Valandovo and Gevgelija. Despite the presence of import, mostly of Attic pottery, the local gray ceramics were still being produced, reflecting the conservative habits of the local population. But, it came to a striking novelty when starting to produce ceramics that mimicked the Hellenic forms, but produced in gray invoice, which, at least according to their function, replaced the expensive Attic vases. This particular mass production mostly occurred in the northern Paisonian region: Knezje - Sveti Nikole (Bylazora), Gradiste-Brazda near Skopje, Krsevica near Vranje and in all settlements on paisonian-agrianian territory19.

In the following Roman period, Isar was again the most important settlement in the region. There were stationed the newly settled Romans who had their own convent. The building of a temple, shrines, town thermae, and of course, other public buildings of the town, marked the style of life which gained a higher civilized level of living, reflecting the demands of time and economic opportunities. In this period the town experienced a catastrophic destruction caused by an earthquake (?), and a devastation made by the Goths in 268 AD, which left visible traces. Meanwhile, as a consequence of the political events in the kingdom, there rises a military castrum, which was later on used for settlement and as the main hideout of civilians.

But in the late Antique and Early Byzantine period the life here began to stagnate, and the settlement of Valandovo took over the primacy.

Whether due to the inappropriate field conditions or other, to us unknown reasons, the town of Isar was gradually fading away, and the leadership was taken over by the settlement of Valandovo. We find confirmation for such a conclusion in the discovered objects with completely different content buildings with floor mosaics indicating formation of a late antique or early Byzantine church complex20.

---

19 To this ceramics, whose technology is rooted in he late Iron Age in Paeonia, has not bee paid required attention, although it has been widely found in localities in Macedonia. see also: В. Соколовска, Раноантичка сива керамика во Македонија, M aced. acta Archaeol. 13, Скопје 1993, 141-148. 
REVIEW ON THE HISTORY OF THE LOWER VARDAR VALLEY

The history of the lower Vardar Valley is organically associated with events which took place on a much broader area of the middle Balkans and as such need to be observed from the perspective of prehistoric period. In the meantime, a number of events, not recorded anywhere, took place, and played an important role in the formation and affirmation of peoples who inhabited certain areas. So, it becomes clear that archeology is the original power in lighting of the past eras for which the historical sources left minimal information.

Prehistory of Macedonia is inextricably linked with the population of Paionia which occurs as a major ethnic substratum of the wider area of the middle Balkans. The territory they occupied during the 1st millennium BC can be generally determined according to data saved by the ancient geographers and historians. It should be noted that archaeological researches conducted over the last decades have greatly supplemented the image of the prevalence of Paionian tribes and clarified many phenomena that were obscure or completely unknown to science. Today, we can say that Paionian tribes inhabited the territory that can be defined to have spread from Grdelica Gorge in north to the Aegean Sea in the south. In the east, Paionian tribes dispersed to Pernik and Kustendil, having the river Struma as eastern border. In the west, Paionian Agrians inhabited a wider region of Vranje, Kosovo Pole, the basin of Skopje and Kumanovo, and the basin of Tetovo - Gostivar. This means that the Vardar Valley was completely a part of Paonia, and, as it will be shown later, over time played a significant role in the historic and cultural development of Macedonia in prehistoric and ancient times.

The Paionians, as a Balkan population, are supposed to be of a considerable age. The oldest information about them is their participation in the Trojan War, as mentioned by Homer. In the science it is believed that Paionians originate from the Asia Minor i.e. from Troas. When in the Early Bronze Age they crossed the Balkans, they first settled in Halkidik and the lower course of Axios. Later on, they spread out to the north along the river Vardar and the Pelagonian plain, and through the valley of the Struma came to the springs of this river, continuing to extend towards west to Kosovo Pole, which later on we will meet and recognize them in the Iron Age. Eastern Macedonia, especially downstream of river Bregalnica, applies as ancient Paionian center, a statement confirmed multi-archaeologically.

Being a link between north and south, the Paionian area was a place where important event were happening, which left huge material traces. The advent of Darians from the vast spaces of Danube,
left remains in the burial customs in the so called cemetery - fields with urns, an event that collides with influences from the south, confirmed by the Mycenaean import. The advent of the Bryges and their residence there, have left traces in the appearance of tumuli, which as a tribal manifestation will be remain until the fall of this historical phenomenon. However, it seems that the practice of carrying out funerals in tombs of cist type, placed in large flat cemeteries or within the tumuli, persisted without any interruption and was practiced by domestic Paonians for a very long time. Meanwhile, it came to appearance of cremation as a funeral type of newcomers, which coincided with the time when the lower Vardar Valley become an integral part of Macedonia.

As far as the history of Macedonia and the Macedonians is concerned, their occurrence and demographic expansion that began in their home area, and the formation of the Macedonian state derived from the uniting of pelazgo-paionian substrate, are events well known in historiography, and any attempt to its exposition in this occasion would be inappropriate. From our point of view, an important moment is the entering of the Vardar Valley region in a composition of Macedonia. As it is well known, the spread of Macedonia to the east by the time of Alexander I was stopped at Axios by the Persian presence in the Balkans in 511 BC, and, as considered by some scholars, their breakthrough in the east of the Vardar River would follow with the withdrawal of the Persians from Europe. With this event, the Vardar region entered into the course of different social circumstances, changing its prehistoric status and beginning to fit into the general flows of cultural - historical development that ruled at that time. The unification of the tribes that inhabited the so called Chalcidice - Macedonian territory in a country with a different arrangement, continued in the next period. Just after the time of Sitalkes invasion of Macedonia, probably during the time of Archelaos, Macedonia has expanded its governorships to the east of the Vardar to Demir Kapija in the north, at the same time keeping the western side of the river within its borders more than a century earlier. The tumultuous events that followed afterwards, led to a movement of the border in the north of Demir Kapija, and restoration of the old settlement in Tremnik, with a new, changed name of Antigonea shows that this region was already included within the Macedonian state. Finally, in the 217 BC, with the victory over Dardanians and the fall of Bylazora, Paonia was annexed to Macedonia. In the centuries to come, it would share the fate of Macedonia and participate in the events that play out on its territory.22

ETNICITY OF THE POPULATION IN THE LOWER VARDAR VALLEY

As an integral part of the river Vardar, the lower Vardar Valley is from ancient times being associated with Paionian population, a statement based on the information of ancient authors and today, multiple times confirmed by archaeological studies. Whether it is the Derrones in question or, as some researchers think, it is Paraxiaei, as it seems, is not particularly important. What’s important is that this population is one of the most advanced, most dynamic tribes, who, thanks to the position they occupied, they quickly experienced the blessings of the contacts and cultural influences coming from the south, they promptly accepted them and successfully suited themselves to the new life flows. As a center of the cultural processes adopted by South, the lower Vardar Valley played an intermediary role in the spread of cultural influences on the inside, a phenomenon which is proved by the identical cultural manifestations from areas away from the Aegean coast. Let us recall that the oldest coinage of Laiai and Derrones, achievement of a supreme civilization, is located inside a Paionian region.23

Cultural growth of the Paionian population had deeper roots related to its origin. If it is true that their roots are linked to the Mediterranean countries where ancient advanced cultures ruled, with a component of the ancient autochthonous, even Neolithic population, and it becomes clear that Paionians brought these features with them at the same time preserving them through continuous contacts maintained with their home country.

The Vardar region, as a permanent whirlwind where people passed through, carrying their own specific cultural and spiritual characteristics, preserved their material traces that occasionally emerged to the surface. Thus, it is well known in science that the passing of Doriens from the vast areas of Danube on their way to the south, carrying cremation as a burial custom, left visible marks on the areas. At the same time, the contacts with the Mycenaean world, whether it is for individual settlements in search of mineral resources and better living conditions or conquering intentions, left traces of their presence24.

There is an opinion in the science that Bryges, an ancient Balkan population which is thought to have brought tumuli as a burial type and ceramics decorated in striking matte painted geometric ornaments, show their presence in this region by the mutual interweaving of cultural events that took place in certain areas inhabited by Paionian population.25 The impression remains that their stay bypassed the region of Vardar valley. However, after their departure for Asia Minor where they established their own state, we hear about the brigian enclaves in the territory of Paonia and

23 Already exists an extensive literature about the coinage of Demons and Laiaians. I refer to: Г. Митровиќ, Остава сребног новца Дерона из Врања, Врање 2008, where is cited the existing literature for coins of Derrones. See: В. Соколовска, Пајонското племе Агријани и врските со Дамастион.
24 The cemeteries of Donja Brnjica, Kosovo, Hipodrom at Skopje and others, without doubt belong to this wave of migration. Mycenaean import is present in Kosovo and along the Vardar river.
25 Е. Петрова, Бригите во II и I милениум пр. н.е., Скопје 1996.
Macedonia Provinces in the Balkans rich in precious metals for which there was a great interest and demand since the ancient times, very early attracted Helens, who, being in search for mineral resources, were suggested to go far in the north. The most striking example is of the Greeks from Mende which are known to have established Damastion as early as in the fifth century BC, in Illyria (the presumed Mun. D.D. near Socanica, in north of Kosovska Mitrovica), the place which is still being looked after. Also, the Agrianian towns Pelagia, Sarnoa and Daparia that minted coins, are thought to be established or settled by Greek colonists.26

Lower Vardar Valley quite early started to receive people from the southern areas. As a consequence of the expansion of the Macedonian state, came the settlement of Macedonians in the newly annexed areas along the river Vardar, events that bring movement of populations, at the same time introducing new impulses in the economic development. In early Antiquity we are confronted with the same phenomenon of populating. Then, in the region of lower Vardar Valley came to an influx of Athenians who, as colonists, were settled in Stenae at Demir Kapija, in the towns at Isar – Marvinci, on Vardarski Rid near Gevgelia, and even much further to the north, on the Paionian - agrarian area in the Skopje region, even to Krsevica at Vranje27. The Osogovo ore deposits also very early attracted settlers from Aegean towns that brought with themselves their spiritual contents. Once again, in the late Hellenic period it came to a new wave of population from the coastal regions, especially expressed in Stobi. In Roman times, the Vardar region was not spared from colonists, too. There even existed a convent of Romans settled on Isar at Marvinci, which was epigraphically attested. In the not much remote town of Stobi were settled colonists from Italy and other provinces of the Empire. Later on, during the third and fourth century, the presence of members of barbarian nations that came intending to settle here, was evident. On Isar at Marvinci the presence of Goths and Sarmats is archaeologically confirmed.

According to these briefly presented information a conclusion could be derived that the region of lower Vardar Valley received population which left tangible traces of their ethnic origin. However, the overall picture of the populations of the region, which derives from the anthropological studies, favors the conclusion that the population in the region of lower Vardar Valley during the 1st millennium BC basically has Paionian ethnic affiliation. These are results from studies of the existing skeletal series from the cemeteries of Meleznik at Dedeli, cemeteries on Vardarsi Rid at Gevgelia and Isar-Marvinci, results which match the data in historical sources28.

26 For the coinage inside the Balkans, I refer to my paper: Пајонското племе Агријани и врските со Дамастион со таму цитираната литература.Also, see: В. Соколовска, Сочеви симболи на пајонските монети, МНГ бр. 1, 1994, 21-26; same,The Coinage of Agrianes, MNJ no.2, Skopje 1966, 13-22.
27 Recently, the excavations at Kale - Krsevica in Vranje were recovered, which confirms the picture of culture and ethnicity of the population in the early Archaic period and early antiquity of the wider area inhabited by Paionian - agrarian population. Greek import is recognized since the first excavations of the site. П. Поповик, Кале - Кршевица, Истраживања 2001-2004, Врањски Гласник књ. XXXIII, Врање 2005. For the first excavations at the site, see: И. Микович - А. Јовановик, Хеленистички опидум из Кршевице код Врања, Врањски Гласник књ. IV, Врање 1968.
28 Anthropological studies of skeletal series of cemeteries at the lower Vardar Valley led to the definition of Paeonia as brahcran dinar populations from the 1st millennium BC. Morph-metric differences are so great that allow rejection of the assumptions of Illyrian or Thracian origin of Paeonians. See also: Ф. Вељановска, Антрополошко дефинирање на Пајоните, Културно - историско наследство на Р. Македонија, XXXIII, Скопје 1994; same, Антрополошки карактеристики на населението на Македонија од неолит до среден век, Културно - историско наследство на Р.
First data about the existence of towns in the lower Vardar Valley comes from Thucydides and refers to the 30-ies from the fifth BC (Thuk. II, 98-100). It is a time when Macedonia had already expanded its boundaries and joined to his country the adjacent areas. So Amfakitis, an area spread along the east side of Axios, which once was part of Paionia, got itself within the Macedonian principality of Philip and its towns (πολεις) stood for Macedonian. It is a time when Athens was on top of its power, while Macedonia survived dynastic crisis.

The king of Odryses, Sitalkes took part in the events that at that moment occurred in Macedonia. As Thucydides stated, due to failure of promise, Sitalkes took over a campaign against Macedonia in 429 BC and taking with them Amyntas, son of Philip, he wanted to return him to Amphaxitis throne. This event, of which we find out from Thukydides, for us, represents prime information, so it should be cited in its original form.

According to Thukidid, in 429 BC., the king of Odryses, Sitalces went off in a campaign against Macedonia, whereas Perdikkas reigned. Sitalkes intended to force the Macedonian king Philip to fulfill the promise he had made during the events that took place in the Macedonian - Halkidic region. He took with himself Amyntas, the son of Philip (brother of Perdiccas II), For this purpose, Sitalkes had on disposal an army of 150,000 people, gathered from the Thracian tribes who were under his authority, then, from independent Thracian tribes as mercenaries, and a multitude of people who voluntarily joined during the campaign for personal gain, such as plundering. (Thuk. II, 99, 100). The Thracian army had to go a long way from the Odrissian kingdom in the east to the western borders of Sitalces government, moving in parallel with the stretches of the mountain Balkan, from its southern side. Somewhere in the region of Pernik and Kyustendil (ancient Pautalia) an area inhabited by Paionian Agrianes and Laiai, where the beginning of the independent Paionian territory was, Sitalkes changed his direction and headed towards south.

The Paionian town of Doberos was announced to be the meeting point for gathering of the army (Thuk. II, 99,1). Having crossed the mount Kerkine, which according to Thukidid was uninhabited and divided the Sinti from the Paionians, the Thracian army had gathered in Doberos, preparing to enter the Lower Macedonia, where Perdikkas II (452-413) reigned at the time. Crossing the mountain Kerkine, Sitalkes marched along the same path he had cut in a previous campaign against Paionians. Moving to Macedonia Sitalkes began with conquering Eidomenai and went on to conquering the towns Gortynia and Atalante, while the Thracians did not manage to conquer the...
The ancient town at Isar-Marvinci, Valandovo. After a whole month of plundering the towns Mygdonia, Krestonia and Anthemus located in the eastern areas of the river Vardar, he confronted with the lack of the necessary food supplies for the army and the winter which was about to come, Sitalkes withdrew, left Macedonia and returned to his country.

This historical fact is a fortunate circumstance because it applies exactly to our region. It provides confirmation that even in the fifth century BC, there were settlements in the rank of πολεισ, whose names we are all familiar from the ancient sources. But the problem with their location remains. Of no less importance is the identification of the toponyms that are mentioned in connection with Sitalces’ campaign or in any other way related to our region. Their location solves several problems controversial in the science without having to recourse towards assumptions which sometimes lead to erroneous and confusing conclusions.

Many scholars, historians and archaeologists did their investigation to location of the towns in Vardar Valley. There were many opinions and suggestions based mostly on information from literary sources, using in the same time archaeological data from field studies. Today, archaeological research is far more ahead with it and the possibilities for location of the cities have increased Stenae is a starting point in resolving the problems for location in the Vardar Valley. This city is mentioned as a station on the Tabula Peutingeriana on roman roads, which confirms that its location was at Demir Kapija Gorge. Besides the assumption outlined by Nicola Vulic that the town Stenai was situated in Demir Kapija, which is accepted by certain scientists, but no other combinations and suggestions about the ancient remains at Demir Kapija were presented. We do not take for granted Vulic’s assumptions on the matter of the location of Gortynia near the gorge. In this case, Vulic probably roughly determines the position of Gortynia which, according to data in Strabo, was located in the south of the bend of the Axius. Some confusion in dealing with this, actually a simple problem, brings the opinion of Fanula Papazoglou, who thinks that the term Stenae in the Peutinger Tabula implies to a monitoring station, and that the settlement was named differently.29 Indeed, within the area of Demir Kapija gorge there have been found micro locations with residues of settlements which in their time had their own names.

Many assumptions appeared in the attempts on locating Doberos and Idomenai, to which we will concentrate, considering the fact that these two towns are of special interest for us. The town of Doberos is mentioned for the first time in Thukidid with connection of Sitalces’ campaign against Macedonia in 429 BC, as mentioned above. (Thuk.II, 99-100)

As for the position of this mysterious city, which at the time of Sitalces’ campaign of Macedonia was in Paionia, a lot of suggestions and combinations appear in the professional literature. Relying on the similarity of names, Miller and Leik identify Doberos as Dojran. Desdevises-du Dezert, Tafel and Dimica accept this assumption. Phillips thought that the western part of the Lake Dojran fitted as position of Doberos. Henigmen regarded this location as possible, while Makaronas went

---

29 Ф. Папазоглу, Македонски градови, 242., About the character of this actually cracked settlement, see: И. Микулич, Антички градови, 176 and on.
even further and identified the remains of the ancient settlement found in Greek railway station Doirani with Doberos. Citing the sholia Ad Thuk. II, 98, 2, Miller believes that Doberos should be identified with Gabrovo, north of Dojran. M. Dell refuses the identification of Doberos with Gabrovo, but believes that it was situated nearby.\textsuperscript{30}

Also, there are other opinions. Following the road of Sitalkes’ army, Kipert identified the Kerkine with Malesevo mountain, while he placed Doberos significantly further to the north, near the springs of the river Strumica, near Radovis. This assumption coincides with the opinion of Hammond, except that he believed Ograzden to be, in fact, the mountain Kerkine.

From the other opinions, it is worth mentioning the one according to which Doberos is being located near the river Bohemia (the river Anka Reka) given by R. Kiepert, and accepted by Mr. Kacarov and B. Gerov.\textsuperscript{31}

Commenting on the proposed locations for determining the position of Doberos, F. Papazoglou reminded us of another fact. Namely she believes that since the Persian wars, when Alexander I won the silver mines of Mount Dysoros and the area of the lake Prasias, he also won the valleys of the Strymon and Axios, including the area of Dojran. But, as Doberos was considered to have been a Paionian town, Papazoglou rejected the possibility of Doberos being located near Dojran, giving her own assumption that it must have been in the valley of the Strumica, but closer to the Axios.

About the location of Eidomene, the first city conquered by Sitalkes while descending from Doberos, the assumptions in the literature range from Gradec - Miletovo to Dzhevit Isar, i.e. Isar-Marvimci. On the basis of the Tabula Peutingeriana, Kipert located Idomene at Miletkovo (later on proved to be true).\textsuperscript{32} On the other hand, Borka Dragojevic Josifovska, relying on ancient sources and her own field observations, identified the remains of an ancient settlement on the Isar - Marvimci with Idomene.\textsuperscript{33}

One of the recent researchers who paid a greater attention to the issue of locating Eidomene, is the English scientist N. G. L. Hammond. Going again over the data of the ancient writers, he realized that all researchers took for granted the statement that, Eidomene - mentioned at Thukidid and Idomenae - noted at Tabula Peutingeriana, were one and the same town. So, Hammond brings suspicion to the matter, finding a solution in the existence of the two towns with the same name. In other words, he considered Eidomene and Idomena of being two separate towns. He supported this thesis with the data at Strabo (VII, Fig. 36) which stated that 'in the valley, which begins at Eidomene, are located the towns Galipolis, Ortopolis, Filipopolis and Garesk’. This valley was actually a long strip that starts at the southernmost corner of Vardar, between Gevgelija and Aksiopolis, and extends east to the river Struma. Accordingly, Eidomene should be located near

\textsuperscript{30} K. O. Muller, Die Makedonen, 19, Leake, III, 467, according to: Папазоглу, Македонски градови, 248, ref. 84
\textsuperscript{31} Kiepert, FOA XVI, 4; Г. Кацаров, Пеония, 5 и 6; Геров, Проучвания врху западнотракийските земи през римско време, 163, ref. 8.
\textsuperscript{32} Kiepert, FOA XVII, Honigman, ad. Hier. 639, 5, accepts the location at Miravci or Miletkovo.
\textsuperscript{33} Б. Юсифовска, Гръцки натписи съ дорийски архитрава, 144. Lately, about the location of Idomene, at: К. Ристов, Делиницата Stenae-Tauriana на Tabula Peutingeriana, M aced. Acta. Archaeol 16, Скопје 2005, 125 and on.
Gevgelija, and considering Idomene, he approved of the opinion of Borka Josifovska as its location to be on the Isar - Marvinci.

The thesis of on Hamond, which by itself, analogous to other examples, could also be believable, should remain as open questions. Starting from the belief that Dober was in the valley of Strumica, Hamond allocates the towns in the lower course of Axios, just as it follows: Idomena at Isar – Marvinci, Eidomene at Gevgelija, Tauriana at Polikastro and Gortynia at Aksiupolis. As for Europolis, there is no doubt. Europolis was located at Europ, in Ottoman period known as Ashiklar, and epigraphically witnessed.34

The proposed location of the towns presented by researchers will still probably remain so. However, from our perspective, the remains of Doberos lie on Isar – Marvinci, on the opposite side of the river Vardar is located the town Idomenai, Gortynia was located on Vardarski Rid near Gevgelija and at Dojran was the station Tauriana, as recorded on the Tabula Peutingeriana. In our further statement, we will try to back up this view with data from ancient sources and field observations.

In my opinion, the traditional view, that the border between Paeonia in the north and Macedonia in the south, after joining in the lower course of Axios towards Macedonia (later Amfaksitida), is located at Demir Kapia, should undergo some corrections. The Gorge of Demir Kapia was an extraordinary strategic point, but it does not necessarily mean that the border between Macedonia and Paionia was located just at the gorge. Rather, the gorge and high cliffs above it were a very good defensive position, where the enemy movement from the south could easily be seen from afar. Accordingly, I consider that the boundary between Paionia and Macedonia should be moved considerably to the south. In other words, I think that Valandovo valley or Bojmia, at the time of Sitalkes’ campaign, and probably till the reign of Philip II, was located within Paionia. The opinion of F. Papazoglou that the area of Dojran was probably in the hands of Macedonians from the time of Alexander I, does not oppose our conclusion. Valandovo valley is a natural geomorphologic unit, separated from Dojran area with mild grasslands where the villages Kazandol, Dedeli and Furka are situated, so that these heights represent border zone between Valandovo and Dojran valley area. The opposite, western side of Vardar at this time was in Macedonia.

Yet, it seems another moment could go in favor of our opinion. Approximately 3km in the south of Isar, in a mild hill known as Tufka, are discovered remains from ancient times (pottery of Attic type from the 5th and 4th century BC). According to the terrain configuration and the size of the site, we can conclude that it represents a smaller strategic point with a role of monitoring the environment. If the area between the Tufka – Isar, Marvinci - Gorge (Demir Kapia) was in Macedonian hands, then Tufka would have no significance, instead that role would have had Isar – Marvinci, considering the amazing outlook that it had towards the gorge in the north. Therefore it seems to us that we can assume that Tufka was on the Macedonian side -on the right bank of the river Vardar, its mission being observing the enemy from the opposite side of the river, i.e. by Doberos.

34 Hammond, Macedonia I, 171-172.
Confirmation about the location of Doberos near Marvinci can be found in ancient sources. It is obvious that, speaking of Sitalk’s campaign against Macedonia, Thucydid does not mention any other town near which the Thracian army passed by on its long way from the Odrysian kingdom. Pointing out at Doberos could be taken as marking of the southernmost point in Paeonia, the very border with Macedonia.

Regardless of the direction the Thracian army moved to and from identifying of the mount Kerkine, we know that Sitalces reached the Paionian town Doberos. The Thracian army gathered and prepared to break into Lower Macedonia by the pitch. This description fits more if we assume that Doberos was located in Marvinci. If Doberos was in Strumica region, the Thracian army would have to pass more high places in order to descend in Lower Macedonia. This description given by Thucydid suggests that Doberos and Eidomene were not considerably distant from each other, and one could not tell if Doberos was in Strumica and Eidomene in Marvinci.

Doberos had to be considerably large for a town that could show 'hospitality' to such a numerous army as the Thracian army was. The settlement of Isar could fully fit this requirement.

The size and significance of Doberos can be confirmed by the data about the significant number of Praetorians dismissed in the II century, with Doberos referred to as their birthplace and their affiliation to the tribe Emilia. So, we can assume that such number of Praetorians could only come from a progressive town with a wide reputation.

The proposed location of the Doberos at Marvinci can be supported by the data at Zossim, after whom the Goths, after leaving the siege of Thessaloniki, withdrew to the north and moving towards the north they devastated the area of Doberos and Pelagonia. From our perspective, it seems more likely that they withdrew across Via Axia which was the most suitable connection with the provinces in the Balkans. Goths had certainly intended to rob the towns they encountered on, which certainly were the towns in the region of Vardar Valley.

Important information about the localization of Doberos is found at Hierokle. According to him, Doberos was a town in Macedonia Prima, while Astraion was located in Macedonia Secunda. Proceeding from the convictions that Doberos was located in the region of Strumica - Radovis, most researchers put the boundary between the First and Second Macedonia northern of Belasica. If we trust Oberhimer and accept his identification of Kelenidin, registered at Hierokle as the second city of Macedonia, with the medieval Kluc, north of Belasica, then it follows that Belasica was a border between Macedonia Prima and Macedonia Secunda. Hence, Doberos was located south or southwest of Belasica. This conclusion coincides with the opinion of Gerov and the researchers he refers to, that Doberos was located in Boimia and Idomene in Miletkovo.\footnote{See ref.31}

The fact is that Doberos is not noticed on the Tabula Peutingeriana, which should be expected if we locate it at Axios. I think this oversight can be explained in the following way: The road from
Stenae to Idomenae went on the right or on the west bank of Vardar, arose at Miletkovo, and then it passed by Smokvica and Prdejci, and from the direction of Negorci it lowered down to Vardarski Rid at Gevgelia. This bank of Vardar is composed of rocky terrain and as such offered greater security for charting a path, unlike the east which is marshy terrain. It is known that, until recently, Anska River with its tributaries flooded along the fields of Valandovo, Pirava, Balinci and Marvinci. Thus, Doberos remains on the east side of the river and Idomene, which was located on the west coast, is registered as station at the Tabula.

On the other hand, the distance from Demir Kapia to Isar-Marvinci, which is 29 km, does not meet the XII Roman miles between Stenae and Idomene given on the Tabula Peutingeriana. Despite the fact that the ancient road was passing over other routes, it could not significantly differ from the modern road in terms of distance. The distance from the XII Roman miles, which is 17.6 km, actually corresponds to the distance of the Isar-Marvinci i.e. Miletkovo to Vardarski Rid at Gevgelia. Accordingly, it must be concluded that the Tabula Peutingeriana needs some changes, as follows:

- STOPIS-XII-Antigonea-XI-STENAS-XX-IDOMENIA-XITAURIANA, namely:

- STOBI-XII-Gradiste, Negotino-XI-Demir Kapia-XX-Gradišor, Miletkovo-XII-Dojran
ISAR - MARVINCI DOBEROS OR IDOMENE?

Despite the fact there are favorable indications for the location of the towns within our region, nevertheless, there are difficulties to finally resolve this issue.

In 1984 at Isar - Marvinci was discovered a stadium – a roadmap - a rectangular plate made of green stone – a sandstone, with a brief text written in Greek on both sides. (Fig 2.)

Страна А: ΕΞ ΙΔΟΜΕΝΗΣ
ΕΙΣ ΔΟΒΕΡΟΝ
ΣΤΑΔΙΟΙ
ΕΙΚΟΣΙ

Страна Б: ΕΓ ΔΟ(Β)ΕΡΟΥ
ΕΙΣ ΙΔ(ΟΜ)ΕΝΕΝ
ΣΤΑ(Δ)ΙΟΙ
(ΕΙΚΟΣΙ)

Fig.2. This stadium - roadmap discovered in the acropolis Isar - Marvinci is an important document for studying the measurement system of roads in pre-Roman period. Its content -From Doberos to Idomene (there are) 20 stadia "and" from Idomene to Doberos (there are) 20 stadia "is information designed for the traveler who goes out and the passenger who enters the city.

The text is quite clear. The addition of the letters missing or damaged ones, creates no difficulties. The translation reads:

Side A: From Idomene to Doberos (there are) 20 stadia
Side B: From Doberos to Idomene (there are) 20 stadia
The contents of the inscription clearly shows that the information was intended for the traveler who goes out of town or the one who goes into the town to announce that if you intend to go from Doberos to Idomene, you should pass a road 20 stadia long. When it is known that the value of stadii ranges from 164-185 m in the present measures, it means that the distance between Doberos and Idomene was about 3.5 km.\(^{36}\)

The first impression that arises from the contents of the inscription and the information it gives is unclear. Such a small distance between two towns, famous among the ancient authors, confuses. The only explanation would be that they had shared a natural border. Moreover, when we know that Doberos was in Paonia and Idomene was a town in Macedonia, it becomes clear that the two towns were divided by the river Vardar. Relying upon the information in the ancient sources, we can conclude that Doberos was located at Isar - Marvinci and Idomene, on the opposite side of Vardar, in the area of Miletkovo.

The discovery of the stadium - the roadmap requires comprehensive analysis.

If we try to seek an answer to the question which of these two towns was located on the Isar at Marvinci, we must go back to ancient sources, but without neglecting the field observations. Following the route of movement of the Sitalces’ army in the year 429 BC which, as it seems, from the direction of Pautalia (Kustendil) was coming down the river Strymon, then turned to the west along the valley of Strumica, and after passing Belasica, reached the Paionian town of Doberos, we can conclude that Doberos was located eastern of the river Vardar. This means that Idomene was located on the opposite, western side of the river. This kind of contemplation gains in probability when we take into consideration the fact that all towns that were mentioned in connection with Sitalkes’ invasion were located on the west of Vardar, i.e. in Macedonia, it means that Idomene was probably located on this side of the river.

Also, the fact that all towns won by Sitalces while penetrating in Macedonia had Crete analogues, suggests that they were in Bottiaea, an area named after Botton who led the group Cretans in destruction of Knossos, who had settled in the area that was once named Emathia. That is this narrow strip along the river Vardar conquered by Alexander I.

According to everything said until now, the conviction will stay that the Isar - Marvinci lies on the ruins of the city Doberos, and Idomene is on the opposite side of the river, in the vicinity of the village Miletkovo.

Our stadion - stone is certainly from the Hellenistic period. The contents of the text and its paleographic characteristics speak in favor of this dating. Cultural layer where the monument is found belongs to the later Hellenistic horizon, which besides by the pottery typical of this time, is also confirmed by the findings of autonomous Macedonian coins issued after 187 BC. Taking into

account the available data, we are inclined to date the stadium - roadmap at the end of the third or early second century BC i.e. at the time of King Philip V.

The question of identifying the town of Isar was not definitively resolved with the discovery of the stadium-roadmap. Whether our town of Isar is Tukidid’s Doberos, as I believe, will remain a possible assumption. However, its discovery has broader significance, because answers many crucial issues related to topography and the history of Paionia, especially of Macedonia.

- First of all, the question of localization of Doberos near Valandovo is being settled.
- Now it becomes clear that the mount Kerkine, which at the time of Thucydid separated the Sinti from Paionians, should be identified with Belasica.
- The mountain Orbelos to be swept toward the east and to equate itself with Boz Dag and Zmijnica, so that the settling down of 20000 Autariatai in the time of Audoleon and Cassander on "the final frontier of Macedonia", is becoming quite clear.
- Now we know that Belasica was the border between Macedonia Prima and Macedonia Secunda at the end of the fourth century, and, therefore, Doberos, being in Macedonia Prima, was southern of it.
- The position of Kelenidin, according to Oberhimer identified with Kleidion, the medieval Kluc, gets in the weight and the greater probability.
- Location of Doberos in the valley of Axios clarifies the direction of movement of the Goths in the year 268, who after leaving the siege of Thessaloniki, withdrew to the north.
- Our stadium - roadmap represents a new document important for studying of roads, as well as the method of their marking in the pre-Roman period in Macedonia. 37

I believe that the location of Gortynia at Vardarski Rid, near Gevgelija, no longer produces difficulties. This town mentioned by Thucydid, was a small town that could not oppose the numerous Sitalces’ army, so Thracians conquered it without a fight. Its name with Crete analogies indicates that it had to be located on the right bank of the river Vardar. According to the commentary of F. Papazoglou, Gortynia was not mentioned in the Late Antique sources, which means that it did not last until the late antiquity, a conclusion which completely coincides with the findings from the research on the field. A fragmented inscription which reads RTYNIA, was discovered on Vardarski Rid. Whether this incompletely preserved word refers to our Gortynia we can not be sure, but all elements related to the researches of this settlement go to in that direction. 38

Yet, there is another place which should be paid attention to. It is Almana, a place mentioned by Livy (XLIV), where the last Macedonian king Perseus set camp and waited to negotiate with the Bastarnis, who were supposed to help in the war with the Romans. At that time Bastarnis were in Desudaba in Medica, 75 miles away from the royal camp.

37 For these arguments more at: V. Sokolovska, Is Prasias Lake Butkovo, and is Disoros mount Krusa?, Praktika, Athena 1992, 333-336.
38 Data from the ancient sources partially stated under: Ф. Папазоглу, Македонски градови, 134 and on.
There are various opinions about the matter of location of Almana. Since long time ago, Kipert (FOAXVII) proposed a location in the south of Demir Kapia gorge.

On the other hand, Venedikov places Almana somewhere between Stobi and Veles. Nowadays, I. Mikulec proposes Markov Town, which is in the north of Demir Kapia, as a location of Almana. The last one who has worked on this matter was V. Lilčić. He believes that the Perseus camp was located on the site Asarlık, near the villages Kocilari and Karaslari in Ovcepolie, locality which, according to Lilčić, wholly corresponds to the description of Livy.39

Regardless of the fact that Kipert did not propose a specific location, I think that he was right. In addition, I believe that in the name of Valandovo i.e. in the ancient name of the settlement Alavandovo, is hidden the name of Almana. I do not know whether this proposal would be linguistically justified because the similarity of names is not necessarily a proof for the identification of settlements, especially having in mind the great distance in the occurrence of these toponyms. Almana is mentioned just once again in 168 BC, while Alavandovo- in 1349, in the time of the Serbian Tsar Dusan.

If Almana was located at Valandovo, then the distance of 110 km would lead to Melnik, i.e. St. Vrac, eastern of the river Struma, in the land of the Medi, where Desudaba should be located.40

---

39 V. Lilčić, Perseus rex macedonicus ‘Ad Almanam urbem pervenit et in ripa fluminis Axii posuit castra’, in press. I thank my colleague Lilčić for this information and the original text that I have been submitted.,

DOBEROS, IDIOMENE AND GORTINIA IN THE ANCIENT SOURCES

For a more complete insight into the problem which is treated in this paper, it would be useful to state the data for our region found in ancient writers. Actually, it would be data relating to towns Doberos, Eidomene / Idomene and Gortinia. For identification of the mountain Kerkine, see ref. 37.

Thucydid mentioned the town Doberos for the first time in connection with the invasion of the Thracian king Sitalces on Macedonia in 429 BC, matter already discussed above (Thuk.II, 98-100). Doberos is a town in Paionia, where Thracian army had gathered and was preparing to penetrate the Lower Macedonia, where Perdikkas (454-413) reigned.

According to some researchers, Doberos is epigraphically confirmed. Thus, Gaebler considers the coins with the inscription ΠΑΙΟΝΟΝ as Doberian. He believes that King Philip V allowed the Doberians in 187 to forge their own coins, as in the areas of Bottiaea, Parorrea and Amphaxitis. Pliny listed the Doberians after the Idomenians and before the Astraians (Plin.IV, 35).

In the lists of praetorian soldiers who were fired in the II century, there are records of soldiers of whom Doberos s referred to as their birthplace.

We will specify an interesting description preserved in Strabo, which says: 'When from Heraclea and the gorge through which the Strymon flows, we go towards the north, so that the river is on our right, then we have Paionia and the area of Doberos on our left, and Rhodopes and Hemos on our right. (Str. VII, frg. 36).

Doberos is mentioned at Zosimus in connection with the events of 267/69 year when the Goths, after hearing that the emperor had left them, abandoned the siege of Thessaloniki and on their way to the north devastated Doberos (Zosim, I, 43).

Among the signatories of the Chalcedonian Council in 449, there was the name of the Eusebios Doberian from Macedonia Prima.

For the last time Doberos is mentioned at Hierokle as a city in Macedonia Prima (Hier, 641, 4).

Eidomene / Idomene

The town Eidomene is also mentioned for the first time at Thucydid, in connection with Sitalks’ invasion of Macedonia in 429 BC. It is the first town occupied by the Thracians after entering Macedonia (Thuk. II, 98-100).

41 Ф. Папазоглу, Македонски градови, 248 and on.
The list of Delphian theorodeses since the beginning of II century BC, when ancient towns were invited to participate in the Delphian festivities, Idomene is listed between Thessalonika and the town Astraion (Plassart, Theoroduques BCH, 45 (1921) 17).

At Pliny, Idomenians are mentioned before Doberians and Astraians (Plin. Nat. Hist.IV, 35).

Idomene is mentioned as a town that was located on road which from Thessalonika, through Stobi and Dardania, headed north (Str. VIII, 389, 5).
Strabo mentions Eidomene in connection with the fact that 'in the valley that begins at Eidomene are located the towns Kalipolis, Ortopolis, Filipopolis and Garesk (Str. VII, frg. 36).

On the Tabula Peutingeriana Idomenia is located at a distance of XII miles south of Stenae and XX miles before Tauriana (Tab. Peut. VIII, 1: 'Stenas-XII-Idomenia-XX-Tauriana).

For the last time Idomene is mentioned at Hierocles (Hier. 639, 5).42

Gortynia

Gortynia was also for the first time mentioned at Thukydid. (Thuk. II, 98-100) After Eidomene, Gortynia was the second town in Macedonia occupied by Sitalkes, this time without a fight.

Once again we find Gortynia as a place on the river Axios, mentioned in connection with the river coils that hinder the flow of Vardar, vague information that complicates the problem of the location of Gortynia (Str. VII, fig. 4).

From the information at Pliny, according to Papazoglou, it can be concluded that Gortynia was located on the river Axios, or more exactly, at its lower flow (Plin. IV, 34).

At Stephan of Byzantine, Gordinia is mentioned as a Macedonian town (Steph.Byz.cb).43

Kerkine

The mountain Kerkine is mentioned only in Thukydid, in connection with Sitalkes’ invasion of Macedonia in 429 BC (Thuk. II, 98, 1). The Thracian army, having crossed the mountains, reached the Paionian town of Doberos. Over the mountain, the army moved along the path that Sitalk has carved out during the previous march against Paionians.

---

42 Ibid. 132 and on.
43 Ibid., 134 and on.
DOBEROS IN LIGHT OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCHES

Regardless of the problem of identification of Isar, the town, according to the logic of things, especially according to a particular interpretation of the arguments which represent, Isar - Marvinci remains as Doberos.

In the previous chapters are also mentioned many details and stipulations for the town at Isar which emerge from the historic sources confronted with archaeological researches, as well as the artifacts detected on the terrain. Now, it stands as a need to display a completed, chronologically followed up picture on this most significant ancient town in Valandovo region which has its own long history for more than 1500 years.

Founding of the settlement i.e. the arrival of the population that will put the foundations of the future settlement, comes in a so called, transitional period, a time when there is a large movement of the peoples of the Balkans with penetrations i.e. migrations of peoples from north to south, and in the opposite direction, from south to north. How much time the newcomers needed for adjustment to the new living conditions, we will never know. The moment we get to know them, we meet them as nation and people who know how to choose a place to settle down, where to build up their habitats and how to organize their existence according to living needs of their time and conditions.

Fig. 3. Since ancient times, at Isar - Marvinci people were forced to partially bury themselves in their houses for protection against rock winds that blow along the Vardar Valley

Remains of dwellings have been found on the vast slopes of the hill Isar and the flattened plateau of the acropolis. These are houses built in brick with massive piles as carriers dug in the rocky ground. Striking appearance of greater density of objects is discovered on the ridge extending southwest from the later Roman castrum. Considerably noticeable is the appearance of entrenchment of fundamental piles as carriers of the dwellings for achieving greater stability for the objects (Fig. 3).
Despite the subsequent destruction of this horizon, there can still be seen traces of hearths, remains of pitoi for storing grain, even kilns for ceramics (Fig. 4), everything in one place to another within the living space. All this is followed by a rough, hand-painted ceramics, mostly remnants of pithoi in situ. (Fig. 5)

This particularly applies to the time from the 8th/7th to the 6th century BC. This was a period of increasing of the population, which can be concluded according to the regions covered by the settlement, as well as by the presence of the cemeteries that meet a wide area of Isar and around it. It was also a time of highly developed awareness of the population, which had established a system of living, developed economy, great knowledge in the field of metallurgy and other trades whose successful production takes knowledge of high technology, which, as it seems, they had fully mastered.

Traces from housing and economic structures discovered on the field say that it was settlement from the so called broken type. The houses were built on previously selected suitable locations, a remote distance from one another. Something similar happened with the cemeteries. The burials were conducted at several locations around the Isar. It is unclear whether these cemeteries were used simultaneously or not. In other words, as far as we know, there does not exist an established precise chronological difference about the burials carried out on those cemeteries, so that we can not find the answer to this question.

However, the greatest concentration of tombs was located on the site known as Lisicin Dol, distanced from the acropolis approximately 600 meters in the south. (Fig.6) In fact, our knowledge about the late Iron Age of Doberos is based primarily on the findings of this cemetery.
Fig. 6. Lisicin Dol, a cemetery with the greatest concentration of tombs from the Iron Age at the site. Here is found the tomb of a famous priestess.

Each new discovery brings new knowledge of past times, and in the phase of our present knowledge the following could be said:

There have been found minimal traces of burials from the Late Bronze Age. Those are tombs in places found within the cemetery, where the inhumation of deceased was in convoluted position.

Analogous to the burials from this time found on Vardarski Rid, where burials have been discovered, supposed to have been free-dug pitgrave form of unmarked burial construction or in pithoi with skeletons in contracted position, the same phenomenon can be expected at Isar in Marvinci, too.
The burials during the Iron Age, performed directly in the country as a free-dug form, are considered to be the oldest. Soon, the cist-type as a form of burial architecture was being introduced, which consists of a rectangular burial chamber formed by the vertical stone slabs put back. At the same time, burials in horizontal pitoi were being practiced, a custom known in Mediterranean countries, and accepted by us under the influence of the Bronze Age invaders of the lower Vardar Valley, and often applied in the Iron Age. It is noted that amorphous stones were set as a foreign feature.

The content of these tombs is of special interest. Burials were performed by inhumation of the deceased, and different items, such as pottery and various metal objects, were put in. The ceramic vessels did not step down from their order of shapes. There are round-shaped jugs with one handle and diagonally incised neck, a shape typical for this time. There were also vessels with circular hole - kind of a cup with one vertical handle, then larger vessels, short in form and elongated jugs. (Fig. 7) Metal objects, according to their function, are distributed in several crucial categories:

- buttons, buckles, fibulae, belts, belt buckles and other items as integral parts of the clothes: (Fig. 8)

- jewelry, in the category of decorative items, such as the property of the deceased - necklaces, bracelets, rings, earrings (Fig. 9)

- and, as a separate group of various items that had cult

- religious significance - pendants in the form of miniature jugs, objects in the form of poppy piper in different variants, pendants in the shape of a stylized bird, various updated pendants, helix-formed items in multiple variants, objects in consecration-formed horns, pendants in the V-shape and other (Fig. 10).

Fig. 7. Ceramic vessels made on a potter's wheel, in various forms with particular purpose, are regularly put in tombs according to ritual rites from which was never stepped away.
Fig. 8. The rise of the Iron Age in the region is due to the mineral resources in the vicinity. Numerous items, of so-called arsenal of Macedonian-Paionian bronzes with utilitarian and decorative purposes, made of native copper and used during the lifetime, only to be laid down in the tombs along with the deceased. Buckles, belts, belt buckles, fibulae, buttons, adorned the clothes.

Fig. 9. Jewelry- bracelets and necklaces which belonged to the deceased, made of native copper

These items, made of native copper and known as “Macedonian bronzes”, are of special interest for the archaeological science. Their appearance in particular regions and the role and importance they had, proved to be an indicator of utmost importance for the determination of the ethnicity of the population where they were discovered, especially for explanation of their spirituality. Thus, it was determined that poppy was cultivated in this area and morphine, as its product, was used for medical treatments or as a drug for falling asleep, associated with the cult of the dead. Massive presence of objects made in the form of poppy resembles this plant, artifacts of which are being preserved in Egypt and the island of Crete.

A discovery made in 1997 at Lisicin Dol allows perceiving the role of individual items from the so called Macedonian bronzes, hitherto unknown. It is the discovery of Tomb 15 where a female was
buried, with a diverse repertoire of items that determine her as a person who had a special status in the environment. Besides personal items and jewelry, including some rare specimens, there is also a series of cult items that were in the service of ritual actions performed by her. (Figure 11) In the central poppy capsule which hangs on a massive chain, presence of opium is being detected. This intoxicating agent should certainly be related to its 'clerical' and the actions performed in the community. 

The presence of weapons in male graves really makes a great impression. Namely, knives, spears and, especially, iron swords, items that suggest readiness for defense in case of danger that may suddenly appear.

The study of material remains in settlement’s layers of older Iron Age show a modest way of living of the population. On the other hand, the content of the cemeteries astonishes with the wealth of items and grave-gifts which we have already discussed about. And, while pottery for everyday use is extremely rough, grave pottery appears to be of a very good quality. When you consider everything that has been said, a conclusion imposes that the cult of the dead was a primary concern in life and that the overall interest of the living was turned towards the dead.

---


45 В. Соколовска, Прилог кон проучувањето на духовната култура во Пајонија, Историја на културата на Македонија, Кн. 4, МАНУ, Скопје 1996, 113-118.
The culture of the Iron Age in the lower Vardar Valley, which owed its prosperity to the use of mineral resources in the region and the developed metallurgy, suddenly faded. It occurs in the whole Paionian region, reaching far to the north. Events that occur in the meantime with the spread of the Macedonian state and the burst of the Persians, who are primarily thought of when seeking an answer to this question, can not be regarded as unique. The exhaustion in mineral resources would be another argument in solving this problem. It seems that Vardarski Rid, a settlement of this period, experienced its end as a result of floods that have affected it and put an end to life. Yet, the conviction remains that in that time some events took place, that we still can not capture. However, we are facing the end of an advanced culture with its own material and spiritual features, which will never be repeated.

But, while the life in some settlements of the region completely faded away by the end of the Iron Age, as it was the case with Meleznik – Dedeli, the Isar, shortly after the slowdown in the Archaic period, experienced a new growth of the settlement. Inspired by the wave of settlers from the south who settled here in search of precious metals, for which there was a great demand, Doberos entered a new stage of cultural development, with a new orientation and different content.

So, the highest plateau, where the acropolis was located, became the central position of the settlement. (Fig. 12). Its protective walls, built in the drywall technique during the Archaic period,

Fig. 11. An extremely rich repertoire of items is there in the tomb of the so called clerical. In addition to the jewelry and the items worn on her clothing, there is a series of cult items as requisites that were in the service of her profession and her role in the environment. The presence of opium in a poppy capsule, whose effect is well known since the ancient times, should certainly be linked to its use.
had the same role until the end of the pre-Roman period. The life was at a very high level. While investigating the excavation squares, there were noticed four horizons of life. In some places there were found burials from the Iron Age. At this level of exploration one can not specify whether there was colonization of the acropolis at this time.

Fig. 12. Isar-Marvinci- The acropolis-A town situated on the highest plateau of Isar, inhabited since the Iron Age. In the early antique it was colonized by settlers from the Hellenic south, who bring with themselves new cultural and spiritual features in the region. On its slopes there is the south acropolis, through which led the way to Glos-Greiste, and across Vardar, to Idomene. In the time of Filip II, the town was a part of Macedonia.

The oldest buildings certainly belonged to the residential facilities, set the densely to each other, and as it seems, represented as an architectural whole.

As it seems, the oldest buildings that certainly belonged to the residential facilities, represented an architectural whole. Clay bricks continued to be used as a system of construction. Phytos for storing grain products were discovered in the premises of those times.
Later, during the Classical period, there were buildings constructed of precisely laid stones. Then, the floor levels were made only of high-quality flooring bricks, and the roofing tiles were of exceptional quality, coated with red color that would provide protection from moisture. As far as it could be recognized, the orientation towards the inner fenced area implies the affiliation of the houses to the pastas house type, as is noticed in the excavations of Olynthus. In the destroyed horizons there were found fragments of stucco relief, which were the wall surfaces decorated with, at the same painted in red, blue and yellow. This horizon, with the exception of the ceramic material, is dated by a coin of King Amyntas III (398-383; 381-369), King Philip II (369-336), and King Alexander III (336-323) etc.

During the third century BC, the lower sections of houses were built in stone and the upper - in clay bricks, but now for the first time we meet lime mortar which wall surfaces were plastered with. In the one of the rooms there is found a preserved floor made of gray mortar. 

The Late-Hellenistic horizon is characterized with ceramic findings typical for this time, such as shallow bowls with low vertical brim, and ehinus made plates, lights from the so called, Macedonian type, spindle-shaped unguentaria, numerous Megarian bowls rich in decoration and quality, among which samples of Attic type were found. The mobile archaeological material, mostly the ceramics, follows the cultural horizons, often in small groups, under or over striking events of chronologically separate entities. The coins findings complement the picture of temporal affiliation of separate details. The Late Hellenistic-horizon of the acropolis is followed by coins of Antigonus Gonatas (277-239), Demetrius II (239-229), Philip V (220-179) and Perseus (179-168), and coins of Amphipolis, Pella and Thessalonika, forged from 187 to 31 year. The last phase of life on the investigated area shows that the acropolis was abandoned at a time and it was not used as a living space any more. Cultural layer filled with vessels in their full form, including an amphora fully preserved in fragments, then, part of a house with a channel in it, formed for flowing water and made of imbrices, is a picture of the last moments of life in the acropolis. In this layer, in Qu. 7 B and 7G, the inscription ‘stadium – roadmap’ was found, with the inscribed distance between Doberos and Idomene on it.

However, researches on cemeteries give a clearer picture of the cultural level of the town in the pre-Roman era, as well as of the economic development of the settlement.

During the classical period as well as during the Hellenistic period, burials were carried out in broad areas of southern and southwestern slopes of the acropolis. Occasional discoveries of individual graves showed that burials were carried out to a wider area around Isar. For example, a tomb was discovered in the village of Marvinci, on the main road, where among the discovered findings, there was a gilded diadem (with few golden leaves quite crushed), dated with the coins of Alexander III (336-323) and Antigonus Gonatas (277-239). According to the construction of the tomb, which is a classic example of construction from the Iron Age, it may be assumed that it was the secondary use of the burial chamber, an event which was usually met at the cemeteries. was the secondary use of the burial chamber, an event which was usually met at the cemeteries.

---

46 В. Соколовска, Исар - Марвинци, 59 and on.
47 Ibid., 73, Fig. 56
48 Ibid., 73, Fig. 56
It was the time when cremation appeared as a type of burial, performed into freely dug burrows or in structures formed from stone and brought by newcomers. Really great impression make those graves where cremation is performed into grave pits, with previously along them excavated channel for air circulation.

In some cases cremation was performed together with the grave enclosures, which caused deformation of objects. In other cases, articles were sometimes applied after the cremation.

The content of the grave artifacts coincides with the common practice. Depending on the assets of the buried person, besides the jewelry there were also laid ceramic vessels, while in the men’s graves there could be found strigilis, knives or spears.

From the repertoire of the ceramic vessels, there could be emphasized some which were very common, such as lekythos-aribalos with or without decoration, monochrome cantaros, oinohoi, skyphos, among which are found specimens with painted images of men and women shown in full length or only female characters in profile in close plan. Often there were monochrome plates, so called salt containers, oinohoi and others. Exceptional findings appeared, such as pelikes, with representation of graphs or crater with a display of mythological scenes. These examples mostly belong to the ancient products made in the style of red figures on black base, manner of painting the pottery characteristic for the Greek vase painting of the classical era. (Fig. 13)

Certain examples belong to the products of Aegean pottery workshops, crafted by master craftsmen settled in these parts, but horrendously more inferior quality. Vases in the style of black figures on a red background were extremely rare. In 2009, in a burial were found first samples of lekythos with drawings of mythological figures, small in size.

Fig.13. The Greek vase painting in style of black and red figures provides a unique mark to the classical period in the antique. Vases of this style were mostly found in the tombs of the new settled colonists. Fine samples in a unique style were made in Olynthos, from where they came to Isar-Marvinci.

---

49 Ibid., T. II-V.
They precede the vases of the red figural style which speaks of the presence of this kind of import in the 5 century BC. What was the status of the dead we do not know. But we know that at burial of relatives, valuable gifts were laid, items intended for such purposes, not only in the spirit of the religious beliefs of the time, but as a reflection of love and sadness for the lost person. This is also the time to which the big stele belongs to, depicting the deceased – a woman from a high society sitting on a chair-diphros, accompanied by a servant who brings the fan and jewelry box to her  

(Fig. 14)

Fig. 14. Stages of separation shown on gravestones in its subtlety and expression of restrained grief are unsurpassed perfection in the art of classical epoch. The characters on our monument are missing, making us unable to see the expression of the represented person. The monument was made under the Alexandrian influence. It certainly belonged to a distinguished lady from the town of Isar. It was found as spolia, built-in an object dating from the last stage of Isar.

Fig. 15. A tombstone in the form of naiskos, erected in honor of a young man-warrior, shown in a full gear: on his chest-armor, helmet on his head and a spear in his right hand. The display of a snake, as a chthonic symbol, suggests the deceased to have been a hero. The article mentions that his name is Zoilos. The monument was unveiled in 1961 in the debris from of the ruined wall of the military castrum.

50 Ibid., T.39,1.
This tombstone testifies the existence of common practice of marking the graves, but their presence on the research field is not so numerous. Another tombstone is of special significance for us. That is a small tombstone of Zoilos, son of Isholaos. The monument takes form of a temple - naiskos, which shows a soldier with Macedonian shield in his hand (Fig. 15). It should be assumed that with the course of the time, when they lost their primary role, they were secondary used as stone blocks in construction of new facilities.

During the 4th century BC, there came to major changes in the spiritual culture of the population and the way of demonstrating their religious views and beliefs. The appreciation of the sun as a dominant cult in the previous period was being suppressed by the new understandings influenced by the newcomers, who brought their own deities with themselves as they represented an integral part of their being and their cultural life. Despite the cult of Apollo as a deity of light, the domination of the cult of Cybele began. (Fig. 16). This female deity seems to have been widely respected along the Vardar Valley, especially in the town Dober, where certainly existed a shrine dedicated to her.

Fig. 16. Since the Neolithic Age in our region is being respected a female deity which expresses intimate feelings of men to the Mother of Nature and all that is born and develops on earth. This idea is included in the cult of oriental deity Cybele. Its origin is linked to Asia Minor, where it is respected by the people on the mountain peaks by practicing the rites of her cult. Her favorite animals, lions, harnessed to the chariot of Cybele will become an integral part of the iconographic representation of the goddess. In that spirit, there are shown statuettes of Cybele from Isar-Marvinci, accompanied by lions and acolytes.

Quite notable set is the one of tombs, where terracotta female figurines were found, showing a woman in height above the hips. All, so far discovered specimens are similar in their conception. That being a depiction of a young woman dressed in a chiton with V-expression, with himation thrown over the head with a hood on it, on some specimens being quite lavish. The woman was holding an object in her hands: an apple, bird or another. These pieces of terracotta with a depiction of Aphrodite, were laid in the graves as a personification of eternal youth (Fig. 17).

51 Ibid., T.39,3 and 4, T.40, T.34,1 and 2, В.Битраква Гроданова, За верувањата по долината на Вардар.
52 В.Соколовска, Изар Марвинци, Т. 14, 1-3; 19,1-4.
Fig. 17. Such terracotta figurinees of the goddess Aphrodite or another, are often placed inside the tombs of young women and girls. Objects that they often hold in hands—apples, birds, etc., symbolize the fragility of life and early departure from this world.

After this significant prosperity in the middle decades of the 3rd century BC, we are faced with a lack of findings which can be attributed to this time. It is a period of depopulation of cities caused by the desolation of the Celts who, as known, passed through the Vardar Valley on their way to Delphi. This phenomenon has long been observed by studying the ancient sculpture in Macedonia

Fig. 18. An iron helmet discovered into the tomb No.50. This is the only finding which remained in the tomb after its looting. It certainly belonged to a prominent warrior

But in the last decades of the 3rd century BC, a new wave of settlers took place in the towns at the Vardar Valley region. This event is attributed to Philip V and his policy of recovering of the impoverished towns in Macedonia and their resettlement, which is archaeologically multisided verified. Doberos maintained its constant intensity. The cultural layers in the settlement abound with findings of pottery typical for that time, especially the presence of coin findings. However, the cemeteries, with their content, give a most vivid picture of the economic situation of the city and its prosperity.

53 В. Соколовска, Античка скулптура во СР Македонија, Скопје 1987, 87.
The burials used to be conducted on the south and south-western cemetery. Although illegal digging largely shortened us in gaining better knowledge of our city, everything discovered by the experts so far, helped us to form a picture of this period. The discovery of an iron helmet is well known event in our community, because it is an extremely rare specimen of this kind of military requisite, which have remained in the grave unnoticed by modern (perhaps ancient) robbers. This exceptional finding aroused the interest of the neighboring countries. (Fig. 18)

Fig.19. Apart from the previous epoch when the ceramic vessels were made on stakes, in the Hellenistic period appears a new technique, so called molding, by which the Megara cups were made, where in a relief were represented a variety of topics: figures from Homer's epics, mythological scenes or actors and dancers.

The burials were conducted largely by inhumation. Grave artifacts consist mostly of pottery, terracotta and jewelery. In the repertoire of the pottery there are frequently found minor pottery amphoras from, the so called Macedonian type, which emerged as burial offerings made specifically for burial purposes. On the surface, they were made of fine ochre clay, on the shoulders or abdomen was decorated with the colored ribbons. Stamnos pyxis, belly-like vessels with vertical or diagonally placed top handles and lid, are often seen as a special kind of grave pottery. They were often made in gray clay. This phenomenon, also present in other containers, speaks of the tradition of local craftsmen in preparation of a gray pottery by applying a special method. Ungventaria are frequently found burial offerings, in spindle form. They come in red –and- yellow or gray clay. Among the other forms, there also should be mentioned the plates in different forms and varieties, as well as the occasional presence of lamps which belong to the Macedonian type. The reliefs of the plates, made by molding, otherwise known as Megarian bowls, are also found occasionally as burial articles. (Fig.19)
Grave artifacts greatly complement the image of craftsmen production, the styles and fashions of a specific time. This phenomenon is highly expressed in our country. In many tombs there were found pyxides, boxes intended for storing jewelry. We come across them in various size, different quality and different approach to ornamentation. This type of cylindrical vessels with additional functional elements, such as the horizontal ring which should serve as a support to the lid, the simple bottom ring that could be replaced by lion's paws on which the box stands, the ring-shaped lid that serves for its easier raising, and finally an additional relief application on top of the lid, or vegetative ornaments painted with white color, are elements typical of these very nice items. (Fig. 20)

Fig. 20. These nice jewelry boxes that give a distinctive mark of Hellenic period in Macedonia are the mere reflections of the civilized part of the population. Here, at Isar, have been discovered in a vast number as gifts in female’s tombs.

Fig. 21. Terracotta as burial offerings, show a widespread activity of the Macedonian coroplasts. This subtle craft with real artistic qualities attained perfection in displaying graceful figures of women, made in a refined style. Their style bears features of its time as a reflection and replacement of the great art of the Classical and Hellenistic era.
Terracotta, as a common burial offering of that time, and crafted by local craftsmen, show a widespread activity of the Macedonian coroplasts. This subtle craft with a note of true art, reached in Macedonia perfection in displaying graceful figures of women and various deities presented in refined style. The repertoire of characters reflected the current local fashion, by which we can see the refined taste of consumers as well as of craftsmen who did it. (Fig. 21)

In the category of grave findings, jewelry takes a prominent place not only for the value and the glitter of gold, but for the artistry of workmanship that has reached perfection. The most frequent are the earrings in a form of lion’s protome, a motif that had a long tradition in the Macedonian goldsmiths. Earrings in the shape of birds, sometimes with embedded garnet, have an exceptionally elegant form. Beside these teriomorfe samples, there are earrings with black heads, while as rather favorite earrings appear those with a figure of Eros. (Fig. 22)

The subjugation of Macedonia under the Romans, and the turbulent times followed by tumultuous events in the kingdom, had to be reflected in our cities. The new rulers, the new policies and the new settlers had to make changes in the life of the Macedonian towns in the Vardar Valley. From an archaeological point of view, life can be monitored continuously, perhaps in more modest scale, but it becomes clear that in the period of transition from the old in the new era, also comes to transition of the material culture that reflects these changes. Cremation was being practiced once again. In the burials there emerged different ceramic forms, without lights, but terracotta were still favorites as burial offerings. The tombs dug deeply into a rock, with dromos, the atrium and ventricles, common in the previous period, were still in use. The modest burials with the cremated remains were collected in urns and directly laid into the ground. The burial offerings were also modest: cups, plates, Bulbus ungventaria and sometimes a gold earring in the shape of circular curved wire.

But, Doberos soon became a town settled by Romans, who were retired soldiers joined in their convents. This event was epigraphically attested: “The town and the convent of settled Romans, pays tribute to Publius Memij regulate who was legatus Augusti pro praetore in the united provinces
of Achaia, Macedonia and Moesia from 35 to 44, for his merits.” It is its content. This article proves that Doberos already played a role of a significant town in the Vardar Valley region, in the first century AD.

Archaeological material, mainly made of ceramics, discovered in the cultural strata of Sector I, and micro locations where excavations were conducted, as well as surface observations, said that at this time have maintained contacts with the Aegean coastal centers, from where came to an expensive tableware ceramics. It is worth mentioning in the first place the Pergamon ceramics, known as Eastern sigillata which occurs at Isar in a limited repertoire. During the first century, while in the west, the Italic workshops of the famous terrasigillata were flourishing, to the east occurred pottery known as samian or eastern sigillata A. Its refined quality in slip and its orange glaze sorted it in the group of particularly valuable and expensive ceramics. The early imperial monochrom ceramics, decorated in technique barbotin, belongs also to the first century. These are just some examples of luxury tableware ceramics, which occurs at Isar as a result of the economic growth of the city and the citizens who could afford purchasing it.

Doberos reached its zenith of development as a city in province of Macedonia during the early imperial period. Historical events in which participated and construction activity which at that time were going on, raised this town to a level at which some other towns in Macedonia were.

Fig. 23. In this state was the temple discovered in the 80's of the 20th century. And then it was clear that throughout its existence it experienced several repairs and renewals, to eventually serve as a stone quarry, whose blocks are built into the later facilities.

Certain elements that are gradually being revealed with the excavations in the town, reinforce the conviction that even during the first century, in Doberos began the building a solid public buildings. During the first or early second century these objects probably suffered from a natural disaster, certainly by an earthquake that collapsed all previously constructed facilities. Some of them were at the area of Sector I, i.e. near the temple, others to other locations on the Isar. The phase of recovery of the city began just after this disaster. At that time the city baths were built, with basically used the elements of an older building, fur which, at this stage of exploration we can not be sure what exactly it was. A series of four massive connectors (about

---

54 Б. Јосифовска, База са посветом П. Мемију Регулу, Ж. А. IX, 1959, 285 and on. Fig. 3 and 4; В. Соколовска, Исар - Марвинци, 131; С. Бабамова, Епиграфски споменици од Македонија датирани според македонската провинцијска
100x100 cm) set in the direction northeast - southwest against the main facade of the temple, speaks of a massive object, possibly stoa or porch that belonged to another object with different purpose or it was in a function of thermal spas. Then comes to restoration of the temple, so that the year 181, mentioned at the architrave, should be understood as a time when the temple was rebuilt.

The original temple, as it seems, had a different conception and probably was a more modest facility. With the renewal it received a form of tetrastilos proostilos with massive architrave, at which is preserved an incomplete inscription:

\[\ldots\ldots\text{μακεδονιαρχων τον ναον τη πατριδι}\]
\[\ldots\ldots\nu\text{ παντι τω κοσμω Θ κ τ ετει}\]

Unfortunately, the front part of the text, where should be noted the name of the donor is missing. 55

(Fig. 23, Fig. 24, Fig. 25)

(Fig. 24, Fig. 25) These are residues (with a partial reconstruction) of a temple for which we know that was built or renovated by one Makedoniarh, a member of the Macedonian Koinon with seat in Beroia, who originates from our town of Isar. The date of the inscription preserved of the architrave, 181 year, coincides with the reign of the Roman Emperor Commodus. When the town of Isar got drastically demolished, its further fate got uncertain. When later the surrounding area was turned into a military camp, it was used in a profane purpose.

The construction or restoration of thermal spas lasted until the middle decades of the second century (161 year) suggested by the contents of the inscription with which a tribute is paid to Marcus

55 Б. Јосифовска, Грчки натписи са архитрава једног храма; В. Соколовска, Исар - Марвинци, 100 and on. Fig. 64-69; С. Бабамова, Епиграфски споменици, 102, no. 29
Aurelius Democrat for building the canal to supply water to the city bath. The water, as mentioned in the inscription, was brought from natural sources to the facilities with frigidarium of the local baths. 'The culture of the baths', which from the second century began to characterize the construction in the cities of the Empire, could only happen in a city that already had a tradition and experienced serious competition at the construction field between major towns in the area. Supplying the baths with water was a particularly good work, which required a special financial intervention. The importance of the epigraphic document of Isar is that it refers to a series of 'canon' for the various steps undertaken by the town to fund the most important of its building ventures ... we read at Laura Bofo, who has interpreted and published this epigraphic monument of exceptional importance\(^5\^6\). We refer to this quote in order to understand the importance of Doberos, which did not lag behind the other prominent Macedonian towns. Most likely, that was he time when the channel was built for supplying with water the neighboring terrace of Sector VII, which supplied the residential objects strung along the terrace.

![Image](Image)

Fig. 25

At the same time, in 181, the temple was rebuilt by makedoniarch. What facilities were built in Doberos during the early- imperial period, we do not know on this degree of exploration. Certain indications suggest that there were solid objects and multiple locations on Isar. In any case, the town lives with maintaining its constant intensity. The praetorians, for whom we know that

\(^{56}\) Ц. Крстевски - Лура Бого, Градот на Искор - Марвинци и римската администрација во провинцијата Македонија, Folia Archaeologica Balkanica, Скопје 2006, and on., Fig. 4.
originated from Doberos, got fired. At the time of Septimius Severus and Caracalla our town communicated with the Roman imperial administration in connection with problems it was facing with, as the import of wheat from Libya. The inscription is dated in the 228, which according to the actisian era corresponds to 197. This means the town lived intensely and for solving its problems it maintained connection with the Rome.

The transition from the old to the new era was largely manifested with the burials in urns. At this time, the northeastern foot of the Isar was used - the slopes around Janova Cesma, where locals often run up in urns, each with a modest offering - ungventarium bulbus or cups with one handle.

During the following centuries of the early imperial period, burials were performed on a ridgeline that extends just behind the central part of town. Here, as it seems, the burials were carried out roughly from the 1st - 4th century. Judging by the construction of tombs - built and plastered graves dug deeply in the rock, with formwork marble slabs, with staircases and paginal floor - it was a burial site for the most prominent inhabitants of Dober. Unfortunately, we do not know the contents of their graves, as they were robbed in antiquity. In this way, we are deprived of important information on the economic position and status of these people. But, at this part of the cemetery there is an array of types of tombs that reflect the time they occurred, the grave architecture, the ritual applied in certain periods, even the ethnicity of the buried people, which speaks about the characteristics of newcomers as opposed to domestic indigenous population. Moreover, their content speaks to the economic status of individuals, sometimes their profession as a substitute for the richest burials robbed in antiquity.

This, as it seems, welfare will be interrupted in 267, when a large group of Goths who had previously devastated Athens and then unsuccessfully besieged Thessaloniki, on their way to the north they devastated Doberos and Pelagonia. Zosim, who noted this event, did not specify any more details. Regardless, we come across the beginning of late antiquity in our region, with a ruinous and neglected town. The same fate suffered Stibera, a distinctively progressive town in Roman times, which after this event never recovered.

The location of Doberos in the valley of the river Axios, by the main highway, and the configuration of the terrain of its location, proved to be an extremely convenient place to raise military castrum, built later. Its position wholly suited to the objectives for which it was built, having in mind the great view over the valley and the roads to the south and to the north. Then the space around the temple and the city baths was surrounded by massive walls and were built spacious towers of the four corners. As it was pointed out a number of times, in the walls were built in building elements from demolished buildings - bases, capitals, tombstones, statues and pieces of statues, porches, stairs of objects and many other items, indicating that the primary goal was raising of the castrum by the cost of neglecting everything that was created before.

57 Ibidem, 346 and on., Fig. 5.
58 В. Соколовска, Исар - Марвинци, Т. 46-47.
59 В. Соколовска, Античка скулптура
60 В. Соколовска, Исар - Марвинци, 98, Fig. 58-63.
According to some opinions, castrum was built in the time of the conflict between Constantine and Licinius, in the period from 312 to 324, when there were lifted other castra in the region. Mikulčić considered that castrum as such did not serve for a long time for its primer use. After a short time, the military left it and settled civilians instead\textsuperscript{61}. The situation on the ground fully coincides with this opinion. The attitude of the inhabitants, towards everything that was previously created, completely changed. The nature and purpose of the existing facilities were no longer respected. Thermes might have retained their purpose, but the temple already lost its role. Their premises were used as a basic living space. The role of the destroyed temple got a prosaic purpose. Its massive architectural blocks - architrave, parts of the crown with denticles, ionic bases and capitals of columns, were embedded in the walls of houses as an ordinary building stone. In front of the stairs leading to the temple, there was erected an object where pithoi with charred grain were found. In his fundamental parties was built a statue of our Lady of Doberos. We do not know exactly when, but we know that in this period, during the fourth and fifth century, arose houses one after another houses, for accommodation the population without respecting any previous plan. Near the entrance to the city bath, there was a facility where the pithos was found, which is now kept in ‘The House of Yought 25 May’, in Valandovo. The objects, with which was fulfilled the castrum, were built in a dry-wall technique, i.e. by stone connected with the clay, which is a modest and rapid technique of constructing. The inhabitants of the town did not seem to have had any intention or attempt to rebuild the ruined buildings, or renew something else. Burials which belong to the fourth century show the presence of newcomers - Goths, Sarmates, which at the time of in Constantine settled in the Balkan provinces.

However, regardless of the situation, the town was still alive. The coins of Constantius (337-361), Jovian (363-364), Valentinianus (364-375), Valens (364-378) and Gracianus (367-383) discovered in the tombs, are evidence that Doberos yet intensely lived in the late fourth century\textsuperscript{62}. With the latest excavations of the area that encompasses Sector I, near to the temple, in the cultural horizon of the period that marks the of life of Doberos, where the most impressive premises are built of stone and mud, in which in situ were discovered several pithoi for storing grain food, there was discovered a hoard with coins scattered on an area of 2 m\textsuperscript{2}. Among the coins (85 in number) the better preserved ones are the so called small bronzes of: Constantine the Great (306-337), Arcadius (339-408), Honorius (384-423), Marcianus (392-457), Theodosius II (401-450). This finding is undisputed evidence of life in the city of Isar, during the 4\textsuperscript{th} and thrue the 5\textsuperscript{th} century, what is in accordance with the pottery of that time.

It is difficult to accurately determine the time of its end. Whether it later experienced another catastrophic destruction due to earthquake, we do not know. Future excavations of space around the castrum will certainly give more detailed elements as answer to this question. But at this point we could say that life in Doberos was not suddenly interrupted. Some characteristic findings indicate that during the fifth century people there continued to live, although in horrendously modest scale.\textsuperscript{63}

\textsuperscript{61} И. Микулчић, Антички градови во Македонија, 262.
\textsuperscript{62} В. Соколовска, Исар - Марвинци, 136, 137.
\textsuperscript{63} Ibid., T. 50, Fig. 17; T. 87, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.
Stobi strengthened itself and the old city ruins appeared in a new urban image. Apparently, Doberos had no such economic power to accept the challenges of modern times.

At this time, a phenomenon occurs which in this occasion should be emphasized. Just in the time when Doberos was declining, the town located on the territory of present Valandovo experienced impressive growth and blooming. Under the foundations of several houses in the town, there were discovered objects with floor mosaics which, according to the style of decoration, belonged to the end of the fourth or early fifth century. Near the space of the so called Stakina Cesma, there is discovered late antique house, again with floor mosaics. Not far from it, there were found parts of pillars which belonged to a monumental building. All this makes us think that under the present Valandovo lay the remains of an ancient settlement where in the late antique was built a lavish temple complex with basilicas and other supporting facilities. This coincides with the time when the old basilica was erected in Stobi, as well as the first basilicas in Bargala and Scupi. In our region, during the 5th century begins the construction of basilicas in the populated areas - in Brajkovei, Bogdanci, in Nikolic, and other modest basilicas arose as a consequence of the acceptance of Christianity as a state religion, when in large cities in Macedonia (Stobi, Heraclea, Lychnidos) were built sumptuous episcopal basilica, as centers of the regions. In our region was established an ecclesiastical complex which as a seat of the bishop Eusebius, who is known to be a signatory to the Halkedonian council in 449 year, recorded as the bishop of the Doberian area of the Macedonia Prima.

We should ask ourselves why at Isar in Marvinci were not built luxury buildings and basilicas of this kind, when we know that Doberos had always been a central settlement in the region. Perhaps the hilly configuration of Isar did not permit this to happen, and swampy parts of the field at the base did not allow the town to expand in that direction. Therefore, the slight slope on which today lies Valandovo, withdrawn from the riverbed of Bojmica, was suitable for construction of urban settlement of this kind where an ecclesiastical center was established, that at the same time, had a strong fortress behind itself, providing protection at a given moment.

But despite that, Doberos had not lost its importance in the region which it had for more than 1000 years. The region, known in the historical sources as Doberian area, was still recognized as such. Let us recall the data in Strabo, (VII, frg. 36), where the area of Doberos was mentioned, which extended to the left of the road, leading from Heraclea to the gorge of the river Strymon. Therefore Eusebius is designated as Doberian Bishop of the First Macedonia.

The walls of the castle with its strongly built towers certainly had a long-lasting lifetime. We will meet them once again used for the same purpose, to which refers the coin of Isac Angel (1185-1195), discovered at Sector 1, with the first excavation of Qu.K15.

---

64 See ref. 20
65 According to: Ф. Папазоглу, Македонски градови, 252 with ref. 104. At Isar-Marvinci there are found coins from the 6th century.
66 В. Соколовска, Исар - Марвинци, 148, Т. 55, 31
APPENDIX

Recently, at the Roman cemetery of Isar - Marvinci was discovered a marble slab in secondary use, on top of the grave 1905. In the inscribed field framed by a double profilation, a text in Greek is precisely carved. The text mentions that Mark Tetij Rufus erected a statue of Heracles and the temple of the city from its own funds. The inscription is dated in 227 year, which according to the Macedonian era, is 79. (The article was published in: Ц. Крстевски, Добер, Античкиот град на Игар - Марвинци, in press).

Without doubt, we are now able to conclude that it is the same temple that after demolition was restored by our Makedoniarih in 181 AD.

With this extremely valuable information it is confirmed that the town of Isar, between these two dates - 79 and 181 - suffered a strong earthquake, so that later, at the end of the second century, to be restored. Then, despite the restoration of the temple, there were built a city bath and other public buildings, whose architectural parts, after the fall of the Goths were embedded in the walls of the castrum and in the late antique secular buildings.
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MD. Victoria Sokolowski (1931), an archaeologist, a longtime employee at the Museum of Macedonia in Skopje. Her professional interest is directed to study the history, material and spiritual culture of the tribes and peoples who inhabited Paeonia and Macedonia in antiquity, with particular emphasis on the location of towns and toponyms.

From 1976-1996 year she managed the scientific project "Vardar Valley of the I millennium BC," where the researches of Isar-Marvinci Valandovo occupy a special place and upon which results has this book been derived.
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Локалитет Искър-Марвинци
Дел от Южната некропола